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1. Introduction 
This bulletin is a compilation of sources and types of climatic data 
measured in Connecticut. For the purposes of this bul letin, climate is defined 
as the statistical collective of weather conditions during a specified inter-
val of time. The definitions and terms used in the bulletin are standard as 
defin e d by the American Meteorological Society (197'1). 
In the spring of 1981, a survey was sent to businesses, agencies and indi-
viduals throughout the state who measure various c lima tic and weather parameters. 
Names were obtained from lists of public and private utility companies in Connec-
ticut, from returns to a previous survey (Palley and Miller, 1981) where the 
respondent indicated he/she measures weather parame ters, and through refe rrals. 
Approximately 300 surveys were dis t ributed. Ninety-one returns from the mailing 
togethe r with the t\vO National Weather Service (NWS) sta tions and their fort y-
three cooperative stations are included. Thus, 136 sites where data are col-
lected on a regular basis have been identified and appear in this bulletin 
under the heading "site reports ll (Appendix I ). 
Only those that currently measure weather parameters are included here. 
In addition to these, there are approximately 100 known sites with past data 
records that are not currently in operation. The past data from t hose sites 
are available from the observer (most are former NWS cooperative stations that 
have been discontinued). An inventory of observers with extensive past data 
records is presently being compiled. 
II. Types of stations that record weather data 
The site reports in Appendix I include information observed at the 
following categories of weather stations in Connecticut: 
A) Stations operated by the U.S. National Weather Service 
There are two stations, tenned "first-order stations", in Connecticut 
which are staffed wholly or in part by National Weather Service personnel. 
They are located at the Bradley International Airport in Windsor Locks 
(Bradley WSO AP) and at the Igor I. Sikorsky Memorial Airport in Stratford 
(Bridgeport WSO AP). Continual or hourly measurements of atmospheric pres-
sure, temperature, humidity, wind, sunshine and precipitation are made for 
purposes of weather forecasting and long-term climate monitoring and analy-
sis. These measurements are archived on magnetic tapes at the National 
Climate Center (NCC) in Asheville, North Carolina. Standard equipment, cal-
ibrated at least twice annually, is utilized to ma i ntain quality control. 
The data from these stations appear in the NCC monthly publications entitled 
"Hourly Precipitation Data" (New England), "Climatological Data" (New England) 
and "Local Climatological Data" (Bridgeport and Hartford), and are available 
to the public on a subscription basis from the Nee (Appendix II). 
B) Cooperative Observer Stations 
There are forty-three stations, termed Ilsecond-order" or "substations" 
which are operated by individuals and/or businesses in Connecticut in cooper-
ation with the NWS but not operated by NWS personnel. The observers are cer-
tified by the NWS to make meteorological observations, and instrument and 
quality stand~rds must comply with those set forth by the NWS. The parameters 
measured at each site vary according to the individual observer; however, all 
stations measure precipitation, and the equipment is field calibrated at 
least once a year by a NWS Substations Network Specialist. The data from 
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these stations a r e s ent in monthly to the Nee where the da t a are checked and 
archived and publishe d monthly i n "Cl i ma t ologi cal Data " (New England). 
C) Public Utility Stations 
Stat ions owned and operated by public utilities includ i ng muni cipal 
water and sewer departments and electric, water , gas and oil companies are 
included i n this category. Measurement s a r e taken t o aid ma nagemen t oper -
ations such as s cheduling water movement through a reservoir and t he timing 
of oil del iver ies. Ins t rument s are generally standard and calibrated a s 
necessary . 
D) Air Pollution Monitor i ng Sta tion s 
Ap proximat el y 20 sites were se t up, of which 12 are permanent, by t he 
Connecticut Department of Environmental Prot ec tion t o monitor a ir pOl lution 
concentrations. Power plant s owned by Northea st Ut i li ties also hove stat i ons 
t o monitor and manage the emissions. High quality me t eor ol ogi cal ins trument a-
tion are at all sites . 
E) Private Stations 
These sites a re maintained by individuals and companies who measure data 
ei t her a t home or their place of business . Many of these ob server s are hobby-
ists , and many use the data to monitor home ener gy usage . The qua l i t y of 
t hese da ta varies considerably and must be checked before using it for exact 
calculations. 
III. Parameters Heasured 
A) PreCipitation includes snow, ice, rain, hail and other such t ypes of 
accumulation. The standard instrument used for measuring precipitation 1s the 
NWS s tandard ra i n gage. There a re basically two t ypes of gages: r ecording, 
which t akes continuou s mea surements and r ecords them on a strip chart or mag-
ne tic t ape ; and non-recording, whe r e once a day the obs erver r ead s the amount 
of precipitation t hat has fa llen in the pr ev ious 24 hours. Si zes and styl es 
of gages vary accord ing to manufac turers . 
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B) Temperature 
1) Surface air temperature is the mos t common type of temperature 
measurement taken. Maximum and minimum thermometers are the standard oon-
recording instruments used. where the observer takes a da.ily reading off the 
thermomete rs. Thermographs are the r ecording types of temperature instruments, 
where sensor readings are generally recorded cont inuously on strip charts. 
2) Tower tempera ture is measured by recording temperature sensors 
mounted on towers. Height of measurements are not ' standardized and vary 
according to the observer ' s needs. 
3) Soil temperature is generally measured by temperature sensors 
embedd ed several inches deep in the ground, and generally recorded continuously . 
There are only four known s ites in Connecticut where this parame ter i s measured. 
C) Wind 
1) Wind speed i s commonly measured by recording cup anemometers 
mounted atop a pole in an open, exposed area. Surface wind speed is usually 
measured at twenty or thirty feet above ground. Upper air winds are measured 
a loft in balloons or aircraft with a theodolite which senses motion. 
2) Wind di rection is most commonly measured by wind vanes. The 
recording type vane transmi ts movement to a recording device while the noo-
recording vane points into the direc tion of the wind and the observer simply 
writes down the direction of the arrow and records the direction from which 
the wind is blowing. 
D) Humidity 
Relative humidity and dewpoint are the two types of measurements gener-
ally taken which indicate water-vapor content in the air. The instruments 
most widely used for wet and dry bulb readings are hand held and recording 
psychrometers and hygr ometers. Hygrothermographs are another t ype of in-
strument commonly used to simultaneously r ecord relative humidity and air 
tempera ture. 
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E) Solar Radiation 
Solar radiation is determined by measuring the amount of radiant energy 
f rom the sun that reaches the observation point. Solar radiation is usually 
measured by a pyrheliometer or pyranometer. The most common type of obser-
vation consists of measurements of the radiant energy in the visible wave 
lengths (termed short wave lengths) reaching a horizontal surface, including 
bot h radiation from the sun (direct beam solar radiation) and that reaching 
the instrument indirectly by scattering in the atmosphere (diffuse sky radia-
tion). Many of the observers indicate solar radiation conditions by visually 
or mechanically estimating the percent of clouds covering the sky. 
F) Barometric Pressure 
Atmospheric pressure is the pressure exerted by the atmosphere as a 
consequence of gravitational attraction exerted upon the "column" of air 
directly above the point in question. A variety of barometers (non-recording) 
and barographs (recording) are the instruments used for these observations. 
G) Evaporation 
Evaporation, for meteorological purposes, is defined as the change of 
water from liquid to gas. A standard evaporation pan is the type of instru-
ment used to measure the evaporation rate of water into the atmosphere. 
There are only three known sites in Connecticut where this observation is 
taken. 
H) Type of Weather 
All NWS and cooperative stations in Connecticut record the type of 
weather that occurs daily . Such notations include "sunny". "mostly cloudy". 
"light showers" and the like. 
IV. Summary of Climate Observations in Connecticut: 
Rainfall, snow and surface air temperature are the most commonly measured 
parameters statewide, with 108, 91 and 90 sites , respectively, which collec t 
those data. Next are wind direction and wind speed, measured at 56 and 54 
sites, respectively. Barometric pressure (30 sites)~ humidity (28 sites) 
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and solar radia tion (26 sites) are less commonly measured in Connecticut. 
Tower t emperature and soil temperature are measured at only 9 and 4 of the 
si tes inventoried, r espectively. 
Al l NWS run and cooperative stations measure r ainfall, all but two of 
those measure snow , and approximately two-thirds measure surface temperature . 
A minority of stations measure pressure, wind direction, wind speed. moisture 
and radia tion with 8,7,6,5, and 4 sites each. Only one NWS cooperative station 
measures soil temperature and there are none tha t measure tower t emperature. 
The station with the longest continuous record is in Middle town at Ht. Higby 
Reservoir with 123 years of rainfa ll, snowfall and surface temperature data. 
Two thirds of the private s t a tions collect rainfall and surface t emper a-
ture data, while just over half measure wind direction , wind speed and snowfall. 
Approximately one-fourth of all private stations measure moisture, solar radia-
tion and barome tric pressure. Parameters leas t measured are tower t emperature 
at 9 sites and soil temperature a t 3 sites. rhe private station with the 
longest continuous r ecord is at Lake Whitney in Hamden with seventy years of 
r ecord of rain, snow, surface temperature and barometric pressure data. 
On the average, the mvs and cooperative s ites have r ecor d lengths be-
tween two and eight times longer than their private collector counterpa~ts. 
Ha rtford count y emerged as having the grea test total number of weather sta-
tions in the state (31), followed by New Haven county with 28 stations, 
Fairfield and Litchfield Counties, each with 23 stRtions. New London County 
(12), Tolland Count y (8), Middlesex County (7) and Windham County (4). 
Litchfield County contains the grea test number of cooperative ~ stations, 
having 10 sites within it s boundaries. The main concentration of dat a col-
lect ors, all told, was found t o be west of the Connec ticut River, following 
the urban corridor patterns from southwest to north central Connecticut. A 
small cluster of sites is also evident in southeastern Connecticut along the 
s horeline . The mos t sparsel y measured area extends fr om the s outh central 
through the east central portion of the state. 
A series of maps and tables showing site distr ibutions by parameter and 
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summar ized statistics by state and count y are included for reference in this 
bulletin. 
V. How t o Use the Maps and Site Reports 
The bullet in includes three sections conta inin g information on climatic 
data available in Connecticut: maps, charts and site r~ports. One map i s 
included for each parameter (Figures I through IX) and displays the distri-
bution of sites in Connecticut where these observations are made. The charts 
(Tables I through 4) contain summarized statistics of record lengths for each 
parameter. Separate charts are includ ed for the ~ stations (both first-
and second-order), for private data collectors, and for all s ites combined, 
both by county and statewide. 
The site reports (Appendix 1) are arranged alphabetically by county, 
and within county by town where the eq uipment is located (not neces sa rily 
the same as the observer 's address). They contain all the information 
avai l able on each site : parameters measured, leng th of reco rd and how 
data are recorded , frequency of observation, instrumen ts used, calibration, 
and location of instrumentation including geographical coord inates, ele-
vation and USGS (United States Geolo gical Survey) 7 . 5 minute series map 
quandrangle. 
To use the manual, first check the maps to find the parameter(s) and 
locations that are needed. Next, go to the "site report" Appendix section 
to find the relevant report(s). For example, if wind speed data are needed 
for Danbury from 1978-1980, the wind speed map should be checked to deter-
mine the closest station to Danbury with wind speed observa tions. One site 
will be found in Danbury, and the site r epo rt can then be located under "D" 
in Fairfield County . The report indicates that six years of wind speed data 
are available as of Spring 1981 and are recorded on magnetic tapes, stri p 
charts /g raphs and on punch cards. Should it be necessary to obtain the data 
records or additional information, the observer can be contac ted at the 
add ress given at the top of each report. Most of the observers have been 
very cooperative in exchanging meteorological information. 
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TABLE I 
RECORD LENGTHS FOR STATE (Summary) 
SOIL SURFACE TOWER WIND WIND SOLAR BARO [VAPO- TEMP RIVER 
~ §l!2li ~ TEMP TEMP SPEED DIRECTION H1JHIDITY RADIATION PRESSURE ~ ~ illQ! 
NWS 
II sites 45 43 1 28 6 7 5 4 8 2 
7 
max . 'Irs 123 123 10 123 50 50 50 46 
123 30 123 
min. 'Irs 7 7 10 7 10 31 32 10 
25 15 14 
mean yrs 46.8 48.4 10 42 33.3 40.9 41 31.3 
55 . 1 22.5 43 . 7 
median 'Irs 40 40 10 40 34. 5 40 40 34.5 
43 . 5 22. 5 40 
OTHER 
fJ site.s 63 48 3 62 9 4S 49 23 22 22 1 
4 
max. yr' 70 70 15 70 15 50 50 50 
12 70 4 7 
min . yrs . 25 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4 4 
mean yrs 19 23 . 4 5 12.9 7. 4 9. 9 10.2 14 .9 3.9 11.4 
4 6 
median yrs 10 20 0 7. S 7 6 6 6 3 .5 8 
4 6.5 
COMBHED 
, sites lOS 91 4 90 9 54 56 28 26 30 3 4 
7 
max. yrs 123 123 15 123 15 50 50 50 46 123 30 
7 123 
min . yrs .25 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
4 14 
mean yrs 30.6 35 . 2 6 . 3 21. 9 7.4 12.5 14.1 19.6 S.l 23 
16 . 3 6 43 .7 
median 'Irs 22.5 31 5 13.5 7 6 7 7 5 . 5 10 
15 6.5 40 
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TABLE II 
COMBINEO NWS AND COOPERATIVE AND PRIVATE STATIONS RECORD LENGTHS, BY COUNTY 
SOIL SURFACE TOWER '''ND IItND SOLAR BARO EVAPO- TEMP RIVER 
RAIN ~ ~ TEMP TEMP SPEED DIRECTION HUMIDITY RADIATION PRESSURE RATION DIFFER. STACE 
FAIRFIELD 
I s ites 18 14 18 1 10 11 5 -6 5 1 1 
max. yrs 96 96 46 4 37 37 37 37 37 14 40 
min . yrs 1 5 .5 4 0 0 6 1 1 14 40 
mean yrs 28.1 34.5 16.5 4 10 10.2 12 . 4 9.8 17 14 40 
median yrs 20 28 15 4 6 6 6 6 10 14 40 
HARTFORD 
n sites 25 20 2 20 3 14 12 7 4 7 1 
max. yrs 112 112 15 93 15 50 50 50 32 32 14 
min . yrs .25 2 0 .25 5 1 1 1.5 1 1.5 14 
mean yrs 24.2 28 . 8 7.5 21. 4 11. 7 11.1 12.5 18.8 12.8 10.2 14 
med ian yrs 15 21 7.5 13.5 15 5. 5 5.5 12 9 6 14 
LITCHFIELD 
II s ites 22 20 15 7 7 3 1 6 2 2 3 
max. yrs 67 67 67 50 50 50 1.5 50 15 7 40 
min . yr s 2 7. 5 3 3 7 . 5 2. 5 1.5 7 . 5 4 6 20 
mean yrs 28 . 2 30 .7 28.7 13.7 21.1 30.8 1.5 15.8 9 . 5 6. 33.3 
median yrs 25 .5 35 30 10 10 40 1.5 9.5 9 . 5 6 . 40 
MIDDLESEX 
, site 3 3 5 2 3 4 2 2 1 1 
max. yrs 123 123 123 7 7 7 7 7 123 123 
min. yr. 5 5 1 6 2 1 6 1 123 123 
mean yrs 55 .7 55 . 7 34 6. 5 5 4 6.5 4 123 123 
median yrs 39 39 ·5 6.5 6 4 6.5 4 123 123 
NEW HAVEN 
U sites 22 17 16 1 8 10 5 6 4 
max . yrs 84 84 70 8 50 50 50 46 70 
min . yrs 1 1 1 8 1 1 5 1 6 
mean yrs 35.9 44.1 17 .3 8 10. 5 14 . 6 22.6 10 .8 24.8 
median yrs 38 50 10 8 6 7 6 5 11 . 5 
NEW LONDON 
fJ sites 8 7 1 8 2 8 8 5 4 6 1 
max. yrs 105 105 0 25 7 50 50 50 7 50 7 
min. y rs 5 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 
mean yrs 34 .8 39 . 6 0 14 3. 5 16.1 15.3 17.2 3.3 20.8 7 
median yrs 24 .5 25 0 17 3 . 5 13 9.5 7 3 22.S 7 
TOLLAND 
IJ sites 6 6 1 6 3 3 3 1 1 1 
max . yrs 93 93 10 93 40 40 10 93 30 29 
mi n . yr s 1.5 1.5 10 1.5 2 2 1 93 30 29 
mean yrs 35 .3 35 .3 10 28 . 1 15 15 4.7 93 30 29 
median yrs 31, 34 10 16 3 3 3 93 30 29 
WINDHAM 
If sites 4 4 2 1 1 1 
max . yrs 50 50 50 50 50 50 
min. yrs 9 9 41 50 50 50 
mean yrs 32 32 45 .5 50 50 50 
median yrs 34.5 34 .5 45 . 5 50 50 50 
TOTAL US ITES 100 83 4 89 9 54 56 28 26 29 3 4 7 
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TABLE III 
NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE AND COOPERATIVE STATIONS: RECORD LENGTHS. BY COUNTY 
SOIL SURFACE TOWER WIND WIND SOLAR BARO EVAPO- RIVER 
RAIN SNOW TEMP TEMP TEMP SPEED DIRECTION HUMIDITY !'..AD PRESS RATION ~ 
FAIRFIELD 
II sites 8 8 6 2 2 1 1 2 1 
max. y rs 96 96 46 37 J7 J7 37 37 40 
mb .. y rs 25 25 25 31 31 37 J7 31 40 
mean yrs 49 .6 49.6 32 . 3 34 34 J7 37 34 40 
median yrs 38 . 5 38.5 30 . 5 34 34 37 37 34 40 
IiAlTFORD 
fI sites 7 7 5 1 1 1 1 1 1 
max. y rs 11 2 112 93 32 32 32 32 32 14 
min. y rs 7 7 7 32 J2 32 32 32 14 
mean yrs 53 . 4 53.4 46.2 32 32 32 J2 32 14 
median yrs 41 41 49 32 32 32 32 32 14 
LI!CHFIELD 
IJ sites 10 10 6 1 1 1 1 1 3 
max . y rs 67 67 67 10 50 40 50 15 40 
min. yrs 20 20 40 10 50 40 50 15 20 
mean yrs 42.8 42 . 8 46 . 5 10 50 40 50 15 33 . 3 
median yrs 40.5 40.5 41 10 50 40 50 15 40 
MIDDLESEX 
(J sites 2 2 2 1 1 
max. yrs 123 123 123 123 123 
min. y rs 39 3. 39 123 123 
mean yrs 81 81 81 123 123 
median yrs 81 81 81 123 123 
NEW HAVEN 
II sites 5 3 3 1 1 1 
max . yrs 84 84 46 46 46 46 
min . yrs 10 46 10 46 46 46 
mea n y rs 44.4 66.7 22.7 46 46 46 
median yrs 46 70 12 46 46 46 
NEW LONDON 
II sites 5 5 2 1 1 1 2 
max. yrs 105 105 25 50 50 50 50 
min. y rs 15 15 15 50 50 50 25 
·mean yrs 46 . 8 46.8 20 50 50 50 37.5 
median yrs 39 39 20 50 50 50 37.5 
TOLLAND 
II sites 5 5 1 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 
max. y rs 93 93 10 93 40 40 10 .3 30 2. 
min. y rs • • 10 2. 40 40 10 '3 30 2. mean yrs 42 42 10 54 40 40 10 '3 30 2. 
median yrs 39 J9 10 40 40 40 10 93 30 2. 
WINDHAM 
{I sites 3 3 1 
max. yrs 41 41 41 
min . yrs • • 41 
mean yrs 26 26 41 
mediam y rs 28 28 41 
TOTAL fj SITES 45 43 1 28 0 6 7 5 4 8 2 
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TABLE IV 
RECORD LL~CTHS OF PRIVATE DATA COLLECTORS, BY COUNTY 
SOIL SURFACE TOWER WIND WIND SOLAR BARD EVAPO- TEMP 
RA IN SNOW TEMP TEMP TEMP SPEED DIRECT ION HUMIDITY RADIATION PRESSURE RATION DIFFERENCE 
FAIRFIELD 
fJ sites 10 6 12 1 8 9 4 5 3 1 
max . Y" 20 20 20 4 7 12 7 7 10 4 
min. yr s 1 5 . 5 4 0 0 6 1 1 4 
mean y r s 10.9 14 . 5 8 . 6 4 4 I+. 9 6 . 3 4 . 4 5 . 7 4 
median yrs 9 16 6 4 5 6 6 6 6 4 
HARTFORD 
fJ sites 18 13 2 15 3 13 11 6 3 6 
max . Y" 50 50 15 50 15 50 50 50 12 12 
min. y rs .25 2 0 . 25 5 1 1 1. 5 1 1.5 
mean y rs 12. 8 15 .5 7. 5 13 . 2 n.7 9. 5 10 . 7 16 .6 6 . 3 6.7 
median yrs 8 . 5 11 . 8 7. 5 9 15 4. 5 5 9 6 5 
LITCHFIELD 
II sites 12 10 9 6 6 2 5 1 2 
max. y r s 50 50 50 50 50 50 1.5 10 , 7 
min . yrs 2 7. 5 3 3 7 . 5 2 . 5 1.5 7.5 4 6 
mea n yrs 16 18 .7 16 . 8 14.3 16.3 26.3 1.5 8.9 4 6. 5 
median y r s 15 20.5 10 10 10 26 . 3 1. 5 9 4 6.5 
MIDDLESEX 
II s lees 1 1 3 2 3 4 2 2 
max. yrs 5 5 5 7 7 7 7 7 
min. yrs 5 5 1 6 2 1 6 1 
mE-an yr s 5 5 2 . 7 6.5 5 4 6 . 5 4 
median yrs 5 5 2 6.5 6 4 6 . 5 4 
NEW HAVEN 
IJ sites 17 14 13 1 8 9 4 5 4 
max . yrs 70 70 70 8 50 50 50 6 70 
min . yrs I I 1 8 I 1 5 1 6 
mean yrs 33 . 4 39 . 3 16 . 1 8 10 . 5 11.1 16 . 8 3. 8 24.8 
median y r s 30 50 8 8 6 7 6 4 11. 5 
NEW LONDON 
, s ites 3 2 1 6 2 7 7 4 4 4 1 
max . yr s 24 24 0 24 7 24 24 24 7 23 7 
min. y r s 5 19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 
mean y r s 14.7 21.5 0 12 3. 5 11. 3 10.3 9 3 . 3 12 . 5 7 
med i an yrs 15 21. 5 0 12 3.5 6 6 6 3 13.5 7 
~ 
II sites 1 1 3 2 2 2 
max. yrs 1.5 1.5 3 3 3 3 
min . yrs 1. 5 1.5 1.5 2 2 1 
mean yrs 1. 5 1. 5 2 . 2 2. 5 2 . 5 2 
median yrs 1. 5 1.5 2 2.5 2.5 2 
~ 
n sites 1 1 1 1 1 1 
max. yrs 50 50 50 50 50 50 
min. yrs 50 50 50 50 50 50 
mean yrs 50 50 50 50 50 50 
median yrs 50 50 50 50 50 50 
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flbaerver's addr ••• , 16~ Calito! Ave., Han!ord. cr 0611:2 
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Soil Surface Tower Speed Direction Humid1tv Dewooint Radiation Pressure 
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X X X X X 
X X X X X 
Instnment s Used. Tl 
s. 
pplng bucket rain caae (Texas Electronics), teaperature senaor (Cllmatronlcs Mark I ). wind direction 
nsor (VD-l~), wind speed sensor (WS-l~), dew cell theraistor (ISI9101), solar radiation sensor 
trtx MKI-G). (Ma 
Callbrationl All lns truaents field calibrated twice yearly against standard Inatruaents by staff technicians·, 
tattoo I Locatlon of instrumen 
.uno 
un 
Br1~eport. CT . Trailer on pav8d parking l ot in residential and industrial neighborhood. No 
undlng vegetaUon. Vind tower )0 ft •• rain .... 15 ft., solar 15 ft., t.ap. ins ide aaapling 
!fold . Long Island Sound one .n. !Soutb 
" N Latitude I 41 · 11' 10 
Longitudel n° 11' 0,' 
Approx. Elevationl 10 
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Instrument s used: Tayl 
" 
Cal ibration : None . 
i 
I I 










Radia t ion 
I 





Latitude : 4' · 11 ' 
Longitude : 13" 11 ' 30" 
Appro~. Elevation: 10 















Observer I The United Illuaination Co . Olaerver'a Addrell8l 80 Teaple St., !fev Haven, CT 06506 





TOTAL t YEA~S OF RECORD 
as 0 SprlTJ.g 198 '--
PRECIPITATION TEMPERATURES 
Rain Snow Soil ,..,~ir-k:-:. u' rface Tower 
* beginning aid-1981 
WIND MOISTURE 




SOLAR BARO . OTHER 
Radiation Pressure 
HOW IS DATA RECORDED 
( I) Magne tic Tapes 
Strip Charts/Graphs 
By Hand 
Other (s-pecify) I III 11:1: I I I I I I 
InstrUJumts USedl Texas Electronics 450-LC5 wind. dinction and spse<! systeJII. 
calibration I . One - two ti.es yearly by THC environaental consultants of liethen!1eld , CT. 
Location of l nstruaentationl Bridgeport Harbor next to Tongue Point Light. Wind s ensors l ocated at top of pol e 35 f eet 
above grade next to equip.ent trailer housing . Soae saall trees within )0 feet. Fuel s t orage tanks at 
.pproxiutely 580 ft. to the v"st (40 ft, hi~, 
Latitude I 41' 09 ' 58" N 
Longitudel 7J' la' 40" W 
Approx, Elevation l Sea ·Level 
USGS Bridgeport , C'l' Quadrangle 
Nl<S 
Station: Danbury Observer: J . Simko , Jr • • 26 Victor St .! DanburY I CT 06810 
FREQUENCY OF COLLECTION 
(I) Continuously 
Hou rl y 
Daily 
Weekly 
TOTAL I YEARS OF RECORD 
ao of Spring 1981 
PRECIPITATION 




Soil .dlk . urface Tower Speed Direction 
x 
46 
MOISTURE SOLAR BARO. OTHER 
Humidih Dewpoi nt Radiation Pressure 
"::::~~~:~::::J I, II, III I I I I I I 
lnatruments us.d.. '\ . th t h 8 ~ax.-mln ermome ers ; t ermometer support ; " s tandard rain gace . 
Calibration: N/A 
LOCation of instrumentation: 
Latitude: 4" 23 ' N 
Longitude : 73' 28 ' W 
Approx . Elevation: 510 ft . 
USGS Da b n ury , CT Quadrangle 
Home of observer . Res idential a rea with rolling to hilly terrai n , s tat ion is on top o f a hill . 
19 
Obaerver : V.W. Yanosy, Conn. DEP Observer ' s Addre ss : 165 Capitol Ave., Hartford , CT 06115 
FREQUENCY OF COLLECTION 




TOTAL j YEARS OF RECORD 
as of Spring 1981 
HOW IS OATA RECOROEO 
( I ) Magnet ic Ta pes 

















WIND MOI STURE 
Speed Direction Humidit OewDcint 
X X x 
X X X 
6 6 6 
X 





Instruments used: Tipp 
( eli 
(1S1 
ing bucket rain P80 (Te~ Electronics ); t emperature se,naor (Climatrc)nics #100093)r wind system 
matronica Mark I} : wind direction aenaor (WD-10A) , wind speed senaor (WS-l0A)j dew cell thermistor 
9 10 1) ; 80lar radiation semor (l~atrix MK1-G) . 
Calibration: Al l instrum ents fiald calibrated twice yearl y ~ainst standard instruments by staff techniciano . 
Locat ion of instrumcnta 
e ras 
,amp 
tion : Res idential a rea on the campus of Western Conn . State College in Danbury. CT .• Trailer is 
sed area near telUlis courts . Wind tower 30 ft ., rain ~ 15 ft ., solar 15 ft. , temp . inside 
Lati t uQ.e : 41' 24 ' 05" 
Longitude: 73 ' 26 ' 38" 
Approx. Elevation: 380 






ObtJerver: Bri<it!'eport l{y draulic Co . Observer ' s Address : 
FREQUENCY OF COLLECTION 
(I) Continuous ly 
Hourly 
Daily 
Week l y 
TOTAL # YEARS OF RECORD 
a s of Spring 1981 
HOW IS OA TA RECOROED 
(/) Magnet;c Tapes 
Strip Charts/ Graphs 
By Har.d 
Other (specify) 
I nstruments used: Stan 
Calibratio,n: N/A 
PRECIPITATION 
Rai n Snow 
X X 
20 20 
I X i X 
liard rain gage • 
TEMPERATURE S 
Ai, 
So il !Sur face Tower 
X 
20 
I I X I 
29 
8~2 ~ain st ' l Br i!!E;s2ort l CT 06602 
WIND MOISTURE SOLAR BARO. 
Speed Di rect i on Humidit Dewpoint Rad i ation Pressure 
I I I I 
, 
I 




Latitude: 41 ' 14' 45" 
Longitude: 13 ' 15 ' 30" 
Approx. Elevation: 300 





Observer : Bridgeport HOCdraul i c Co , 
FREQ UENCY OF COLLECTION 




TOTAL , YEARS OF RECORD 






Observer' s Address : 835 Kain st. , Bridgeport , CT 06609 
TEMPERATU RES WINO MOISTURE SOLAR BARD. OTHER 
Soil ,~iik-" urface Tower Speed Direction Humidit DeWDoint Radiation Pressure 
X 
20 
"~;::f~~:~:::' I ' I ,I I, I I I I I I I IJ 
l nst ruments used: Standard r.ain gage " 
Calibraticn: N/A 
Location cf i ns trumentation: Heml ock Reservoir dam in fairfield , CT , 
Latitude : 41' 12' 15" N 
Longitude : 73' 17 ' W 
Approx. Elevation: 230 ft . 
USGS Westport, CT Quadrangl e 
NIlS 
Station: Putnam Lake Observer: Greenwich Water Co. , Putnam Lake, Greenwich , CT 068)0 





TOTAL I YEARS OF RE CORD 
as of Spring 1981 
HOW IS DATA RECORDED 










Soil urf ace Tower Speed Directi on 
X 
25 
Instrument s ue ed : 8" standard rain gage i min-rnax thermometers (Airguide). 
Calibration: N/A 
MOISTURE 
Humidit Dewooin t 
SOLAR BARO. OTHER 
Radiation Pressure 
Location of instrumentation: South end of Putnam Lake in Greenwich , CT a t Filtrati ·on Plant. Site is approxi~tely 100 yards 
from l ake. 
Latitude: 41 ' OS ' N 
Longitude: 73 ' 38 ' w 
Approx: Elevat ion: 300 
USGs GlenVille , CT _ NY 
ft. 
Quadrangle 21 
Observer: V.W. Yanosy, Conn. DEP Observer's Address l 165 Capitol Ave., Hartford, CT 06115 





TOTAL * YEARS OF RECORD 
as of Spring 1981 
HOW IS OATA RECOROEO 












Soeed Direction Humidi_ty Dewpoint 
x x x 
x x x 
6 6 6 





Instruments used: Tipp 
(Cli 
(YSI 
ing bucket rain gage (Texas Electronics); temperature sensor (Climatronics #100093) '; wind system 
matronics ~Iark I) : . wind direction sensor ( WD-lOA) , wind speed sensor (W8-10A); dew cell thermistor 
9101); pressure sensor (YSI2014). 
Calibration: All instr uments field calibrated twice yearly against standard instruments by staff. technicians. 
Location of instrumenta 
arou 
tion: Greenwich, CT Bruce Golf Course . Equipment is on the SE side of clubhouse, grass and trees all 
nd. Wind tcwer 30 f t., rain ~ 6 ft. , temp. inside sampling manifold , baro. inside building. 
Latitude: 41" 04 ' 23 " 
Longitude : 73 · 42' 26" 
Approx . Elevat ion: 450 





Observer! V.W. YanoeY a Conn. DEP Observer's Address! 162 Ca~ltol Ave' a Hartfo:ro. c:r 06112 





TOTAL * YEARS OF RECORD 
as of Spring 1981 
HOW IS DATA RECORDED 
(I ) Magnetic Tapes 
Strip Charts/Graphs 
By Hand 




































Instruments usedt Tempe 
wind 
rature sensor (Climatronlcs 110009). wind system (Climatronics Mark 1)1 wind direction sensor ('liS-lOA), 
speed ser.~or ('liS-lOA), solar radiation sensor (Matrix MKl-G) , pressure sensor (YSI2014) . 
Calibration! All instrum ents field calibrated twice yearly against standard instruments .by staff technicians. 
Location of instrumentat ion! Greenwich. CT, Point Park. Peninsula south of Old Greenwich on Long Island Sound. 
)0 ft ., temp. inside sampling manifold, solar 9 ft. 
22 
Latitude! 41' 00' 15" N 
Longitude! 7)· )5 ' 08" W" 
Approx. Elevation1 10 ft 
USGS Stamford , CT Quadra nglo 
Wind tower 
NWS 
Stationl Stevenson Daa Observerl Northeast Util1 ties Service Co., Box 270. New Milford. or 06776 
FREQUENCY OF COLLECTION 
(I) Co ntinuously 
Hourly 
Daily 
Week l y 
TOTAL , YEARS OF RECORD 





TEMPERATURES WIND MOISTURE SOLAR 
Ai, 




Pressure s ..... 
X 
40 
~:::~1:~::ll-111 11 I I I I I-I 
Instrtlllents USedl 8" s tandard rain gage 
Calibration l H/A 
Location of instrumentation I Stevenson Dam In Monroe, CT. 
Latitude I 41' 2)' N 
Longitudes 73' 10' W 
Approx . Elevations 
USGS Southbury . c:r Quadrangle 
NWS 
StatiOn! NonRllk Gas Plant Observer I Conn . LIght &: Pover Co. Gas Plant. Tyndall Ave., Norwalk. CT 06850 





TOTAL , YEARS OF RECO RD 
as of Spring 1981 
PREC IPITATI ON 




TEMPERATU RES WIND MOISTURE SOLAR 
Ai , 





7;:~:~:::JI_ I I _ 1 11 I I I I I I 
Ins truments USed l Max-m1n the:t'1llometers l thermograph, 8" s tandard rain gage I Universal recol;ding rain ga ge. 
Cal1bration , Annually by KilS Substation" Network Spec1al1st, 
LOcat1on Of 1nstrumentationl Powe r Co . Ga s Plant in river valley, J orwalk R1ver approx. 500 (t. East . 
LatitUdel 41' 07 ' N 
Long1t~e l 73' 25 ' W 
Approx, Elevationl 37 ft. 
USGS Norwalk . CT Sputh Quadrangle 
23 
Observer I H,L, Chamberlain I Northeast Utilities Observer's Addressl Box 270. Hartford. CT 06101 





TOTAL * YEARS OF RECORD 
as of Spring 1981 





Soil Surface Tower 
X 
4 
WINO MOISTURE SOLAR 




Pressure AT .. p. 
X 
4 
":'"~~:i::::'1 I II I; I; I : 1 1 1 1 I: I 
InstrUJllents USedl Wind speed and direction (ClimatronicB F46o), temperature and change in temperature (Rosemount 104MN). 
Calibration I Regular calibration and IIIB.1ntlll1ance performed by staff technicians, 
Location of instrumentation I Norwalk Harbor plant, Norwalk, CT, Tower 150 ft." measurement heights I wincf speed and 
direction 147 ft" temperature 33 ft, and 145 ft., ~nge in temp. 145 ft. 
Latitude I 41' 04' 30" N 
Longitude I 73' 24' 31" Ii 
Approx. Elevationl 10 ft. 
USGS Norwalk, CT Quadrangle 
Observerl thOMS Andersen III Observer's Addressl 9 Mimosa ct,. Ridgefield. CT 06877 
PRECIPITATION TEMPERATURES 
FREQUENCY OF COLLECTION 
(I) Continuously 




HOW IS DATA RECORDED 









InstruJlents used ITem perature 
Calibrationl . None. 





I I X X 
(Taylor 1ndoor/outdoor), 
WIND MOISTURE 
Saeed Direction Humiditv Dewooint 
I ! 
1 I 
Location of instrumenta tionl Home of obeerver, in north side of house (away fro. sunlight), 
Latitudel 41' 18' 45' 
Longitudel 73' 30' 
Approx. Elevationl 700 












Stationl Round Pond Observerl Ridgefield Water SupplY Co.! Mr. Terrence Knoche. 262 W. Mtn. Rd.! Ridgefield. CT 06877 





TOTAL # YEARS OF RECORD 








Soil Surface Tower 
WIND MOISTURE SOLAR BARD. OTHER 
Speed Di rection Humidit Dewpo;nt Radiation Pressure 
7,::~;:l::::l I, I I I I I I I I I I I 
Instrwnents USedl 8" standard rain gage 
Calibrations None. 
Location of instrumentations On West Mountain Rd. (at. 102). Open lawn with no obstruction, oniy woods about 50 ft. away. 
Latitude: 41' 17' 30" N 
Long1tooel 73' 32' Ii 
Approx. Elevations 800 ft. 
USGS Peach Lake, NY - OT Quadrangle 
Observer: Bridgeport HYdraulic Co. Observer'S Address: 835 !<lain st.! Bridtzeport! CT" 06609 





TOTAL , YEARS OF RECORD 
as of Spring 1981 
HOW IS DATA RECORDED 










Soil Surface Tower 
X 
20 
Instruments used: Standard -rain gqe and thermometer . 
Calibration: N/A 
WINO MOISTURE 
SDeed Direction Humidit DeWDoint 
SOLAR BARD. OTHER 
Radiation Pressure 
Location of instrumentation: Trap Fa.lls Dam in Shelton, CT. Open area with no obstructiOns, grass surface cover, .adjacent 
to reservoir impoundment. 
Latitude: 41· 16' N 
Longi tude: 73' 08 ' w 
Appro~. Elevation: 312 ft. 
USGS Long Hill, CT Quadrangle 25 
Obi..,... R1chNd S. H&y0urd' Jr. Obsernr,'. Ad~.. 11 Vud Dr .. Shelton. CT 06484 









TEMPERATURES WIND MOISTURE 
Air 
Soil Surface Tower Sneed Direction Humidit DewDoint 
X 
X X 
; , * 12 
SOLAR BARD. OTHER 
Radiation Pressure 
TOTAL I YEARS OF RECORD 
.. of Spring 1961 
HOW IS DATA RECORDED 
(I) Magnetic Tapes 
Strip Charts/Graphs 
8y Hand 
Other (specify) I ' I, rr"1 I I, I I I I I I 
InstrlDlentB usedl Weighting rain gage (1/100"), mn-u,x theraoaeter (Brooklyn, lIebler), surface theraograph (Bristol) 
installed 10/80, wind ~ne (Taylor), rail collecting tube (.05", Taylor). 
Calibration I Brooklyn &nd Bristol therllographs compared daily with Veksler then:ograPh which is checked annually as NWS. 
VeighUng rain sause CO!lpared with Taylor coll. tube. 
Location of instruaentationl Hoae of observer. \it. rain gage. on aobile hoae roof (unobstructed). Taylor tube on pole 
5r:s" above ground, 12' away froa 12' high aoblle hoa •• Brooklyn therao. on NE side of hoae (l!Ihielded 
frOIl !loming sun), weksler therllo. mounted. with Taylor tube with sun sh1eldin~. Bristol theraograph 
sensor mounted on ME side of hoae with shield, Location 11 Ward Dr., Shelton l1977-present), and 29 
Capitol Dr, Shelton, Ct. (1969~1976). 
Latitude, '41' 16' N 
Longitudel 13' 08' V 
Approx. Elevation I )00 ft. 
USGS Long Hill, CT Quadrangle 
Observer: Tim Root Observer's Address: 10 Fir Dr., Shelton, CT 06484 
PRECIPITATION TEMPERATURES WINO MOISTURE SOLAR BARD. OTHER 






x x x x x 
TOTAL * YEARS OF RECORD L--'.lO"--'-_''''O'--J __ '--_--1 __ '--_..L ___ '--__ -'-__ --' ___ --L ___ -'--_--' 
as of Spring 1981 
HOW IS DATA RECORDED 
(I) Magnetic Tapes 
Strip Charts/Graphs 
By Hand 
Other (specify) I ~.I ,I I I I I I I I I I I 
Instruments used: 8" recording rain gage. 
Calibration: None. 
Location of i nstrumentation: Home of observer. 
Latitude: 41' 16' N 
LongitUde: 73' 08' w 
Approx. Elevation: 300 ft. 
USGS Long Hill, CT Quadrangle 
26 
... 
St a tion: s t amford 5N Obse rver : Pat s t a.nd.a.rt St amford Museum &: Nature Center Hi h Ri a t Scofie l dtown R~ 
St amford , CT 9 5 
FREQU ENCY OF COLLECTION 











50;1 Surface Tower 
X 
31 
WINO MO ISTURE SOLAR BARO. 
Saeed Direction Humiditv DeWDoi nt Radia t ion Pressure 
X X X 
31 31 31 
OTHER 
.10W sl>rl~R~ 9g\ RECO RD 
HOW IS OATA RECOROEO 
'~"f~~:i:::::l l ,I I, II, I ,I I I I, I I 
Instruments used : Scie nce As socia tes : 8 " standard rai n gage '; recording rai n gage i recor ding. thermometer; max-fll i n ther-
mome t e r s ; wind oyat em; bar ometer ; t wo barographs . 
Calibr atio n: As neces sary by observer , NWS Subst at ion Network Special i st and Sci ence Aaaociates . 
Locati on of instrumentation : St amford Museum and Nat ur e Center . Shel t er i n open area , wind tower n ear mai n building , 
bar omet er and barographs inside obs erver ' s office . 
Latitude: 41' 08 ' N 
Longitude : 73 ' 33 ' w 
Appr ox. Elevat i on: 190 f t , 
USGS Stamford , CT Quadrangle 
Observer I V. W', Yanos!, Conn. DEP Obeerver' s Addrees l 165 Capitol Ave., Hartf ord, CT 06115 
FREQU ENCY OF COLLECTION 




TOTAL , YEARS OF RECORD 
as of Spring 1981 
H~~ IS OATA RECORDED 
PRECIP ITATI ON 









WINO MO ISTURE 
Soeed Direction Humid i t v Dewoo int 
X X X 
Y T Y 
? ? ? 
SOLAR SARa, 





(I) Mag net ic Tapes 
Strip Chart s/Graphs 
By Hand 
Other (s1lecify) 
Punch cards 1:1 11 :11:1: I 1:1: I I I 
I nstrument s USed l Ti pping bucket rain ~e (Texas Electronics) , temperature s ensor ( Cllmatroni ce 1100093) , wind systea 
(Cllmatronl cs Mark 1) 1 wind direc tion sensor (WD-lOA ) , w1nd s p eed s ensor (liS-lOA ) , dew cell thermet or 
(YSI 9101) , sol ar radiati on sens or (Matri x MK1-G), 
Cal1brat10n! All i ns truaents are fie l d calIbrated t wi ce year l y agains t standard ins t ruments by s taff t eChnicians. 
Location of instrumentation I Stamford, CT . Locat ed on a paved parking lot with tall buildings on SE and Sli, Vind tower 
30 f t " rai n gage 15 f t., solar 15 f t " teap. i nside sampli ng mani f old. 
LatitUde I 41' OJ ' ) )" N 
LongItUde I 73 ' 32 ' 12" \l 
Approx. Elevation l 20 ft , 
Uses Stallf'ord , CT Quadrangl e 
27 
NWS 
Stat i on: Br i dge por t riSO AP Obs er ver: NWS Offi ce , Sikorsky Memorial Airport , Str at ford , CT 06497 
PRECIPITATION TEMPERATURES WINO MOISTURE SOLAR BARD. OTHER 
AI, 
L-R~'~l~·n'-r=S~n~ow"-+"S~o~i~l~u~r~f~.~c~e4'0~w~e~rCf~S~eed~~O~i~r~e~c~t~io~nlf~H~u~m~id~l~·tcq~O~e~W~O~l~·n~t~~R~.d~l~·.~t~i~o~n~P~r~e~s~s~u~r~e~ ____ ~ FREQUENCY OF COLLECTION 1 




TOTAL , V,ARS OF RECORD 
as of SPrl ng 1981 
HOW IS DATA RECORDED 











I I I 
x 
x 
X X x x x 
" 










Ins truments us ed: 8" s tandard rain gauge; 240 r ecor di ng r a i n cage; hygr o t hermograph , 
Cal i brat ion; Biannually by INS Subst a tion Net work Specia l i s t . 
Locati on of instruments 
Latitude; 41' 10 ' N 
Longi t ude : 13 ' 08 ' w 
Approx. Elevat i on: 10 
USGS Bri dgepor t , CT Qus 
Observer I v.w. Y~oey, 
hon: Bri dgeport r~unicipal Ai rport, St rat f or d , CT. 
ft . 
dr angl e 
Conn! DEl' Observer's Addressl 16~ CaPl~21 Ave
'l 
PRECIPITATION TEMPERATURES WINO 
AI, 
Harti'Qrd l CT 06115 
MOISTURE 
Rain Snow Soil urface Tower S,eed frection Humidity Oewpoint 
FREQUENCY OF COLL ECTION 




TOTAL , YEARS OF RECORD 
as of Spring 1961 
HOW IS DATA RECORDED 









































Instruaents used, Temp erature eensor (Clll1B.tronics #100093), wind systea (Cli.atronics Mark 1)1 wind direction sensor 
(lID-10l). wind speed sensor (WS-10A), sol&r radiation sensor (Matrix MKl-G). 
Calibrationl All instrua ents field calibrated twice yearly &p.ln.st standard lnstruaents by staff technlcJ.ans. 
OTHER 
Location of instruaenta tiona Stratford, CT - usa; Light Kouae on Stratford Point on Long Island Sound. Wind tower J8 f t ., 
t_p shield 29 ft., .sol&r 29 ft. 
Latitude, 41' 09' O?~ 
Longitudel 7)' 06 ' lS" 
Approx, Elevationl 10 










Station I Sausatuck Da.a. Observer I Bridgeport Hydrauli c Co.! Attn : Robert Harper .• Valley Forse Rd. , Veston. CT 06881 





TOTAL , YEARS OF RECORO 







Soil Surface Tawer 
X 
30 
WINO MOISTURE SOLAR BARD . 
Saeed Direction Humidit OewDo; nt Radiation Pressure 
. 
OTHER 
HOW IS OATA RECORDED ":"[~:i:~::::ll · 1 1 ·1 1 1 1 1 I I I I 
Instruments used: Standard" max-rnin thermometers ; 8" standard rain ~. 
Calibration: Staff technicians perform calibrations as necessary . 
Location of i nstrumentation: Saugatuck Reservoir Dam in Woston, CT . Semi-open field with minor brush growth . 
Latitude : 4 1' 15 ' N 
Longitude : 73 ' 21' W 
Approx. Elevat·i on : 300 ft. 
USGS ~estport, CT Quadrangle 
29 










































O'teerYU' T'alcott MO\D'!.uln Selene. C'Pter Obs.rver'. Address . Montivideo Rd. .. Avon. CT 06028 





TOTAL' YEARS OF_RECORD 











SDeed Direction Humidit Dewooint 
X X X 
. 
12 12 12 




~:::~~j~::::'I:I,II'II'1 '1'1 1'1'11 
Instru-ents used. Anamo.eter syate. (Aerovane), a1crobarograph (Sbort &: Mason), P,yrOnometer and pyrobelloaeter (Eppley), 
bysrother:aograph (Belfort) I tipp1ng buoket rain ge.ge (MRI). 
calibration. Eppleys are calibrated yearly by factory , hygrotherllOgraph yearly by staff. 
Lo<:ation of Instruaentation. Hygrothenograph 1n shelter , lI1orobarograph inside, Eppleys on rooftop, &neaOlleter atop 
18 ft. pole, tipping bucket on wooden sundial, 
Lati tude. 41' 48' N 
Longltude,72' 47' )0" W 
Approx. Elevation! 800 .ft . 
uses Avon, CT Q.uadra.ngle 
Observer , M. Seelye, Town of Berlin Observer' s Addrel!l:1I Town Hall. Berlin , CT 96017 
FREQUENCY OF COLLECTION 




TOTAL , YEARS OF RECORD 
as of Spring 1981 





TEMPERATURES WIND MOISTURE 
Air 
Soil Surface Tower Speed Direction Humidit Oewpoint 
SOLAR BARO . OTHER 
G,W . &: 




* Ground Water 
(I) Magnetic Tlipes 
Str ip Charts/Graphs 
By Hand 
Other (s-pecify) I, I, II II I I I I I I,! 
Instruaents used, Tru-cheek rain ~e (Edwards Mfg,). 
Calibration, . N/ A 
Location of instrumentation, 
LatHUde, 41')6' 00" N 
LongitUdel 72' 46 ' 10" .. 
ApProx. Elevation, 110 ft. 
Uses Meriden Quadrangle 




Observer: Bristol Water Dept. Observer's Address: 119 Riverside Ave., Bristol. CT 06010 





TOTAL H YEARS OF RECORD 
as of Spring 1981 
HOW IS DATA RECORDED 




Instruments used: Min-m 
Calibration: N/A 
PRECIPITATION TEMPERATURES WIND MOISTURE 
Air 
Rain Snow Soil Surface Tower Speed Direction Humidity Dewooint 
X X X 
20 20 20 
ax thermometer ("Taylor); rain~ (Science Associates) ·. 
SOLAR BARD. OTHER 
Radiation Pressure 
Looation of inetrumenta 
n.= 
hon: Flltration Plant ~n Rt, 6 in Bristol, CT. Open area, ~asa sUrfaoe, ,two tanks and building 
Latitude: 41' 41' N 
Longitude: 72'59' W· 
Approx." Elevation: 600 




Observer: Denis .. R. Mill 
" 
Observer's Address: 23 Birdsview Ave, I New Hartford z CT 06057 





TOTAL # YEARS OF RECORD 
as of Spring 1981 
HOW IS DATA RECORDED 





Rain Snow I Soil 
x X x 
10 10 10 
x x x 
Instruments used: Anemo meters (Airguide & Maximum); 
Cal ibration: As necessa 
Location of instrumentat 
Latitude: 41' 41' N 
Longitud~: 72 ' 54' W 
Approx, Elevation: 352 
USGS Bristol, CT Quadran 
ry. 




WIND MOISTURE SOLAR 
Aj 
I Soeed 'Direction I Humidity 
X' yO 
10 10 
*4 times daily 
x X 
thermograph; min-max thermometers. 






~~tion: Burlington Oboerver: MIX: Wa ter Bureau , PO Box 800 , 555 Ma.in St •• Hartrord , CT 06 101 





TOTAL' YEARS, OF, RECORD 
as or !>pnng 91:1 
PR ECIPITATION 
Rai n Snow 
x x 
40 40 
TEMPERATURES WIND MO ISTURE 
Air 
Soil !Surface Tower Saeed Direc t ion Humidit Dewoo i nt 
X 
40 
SOLAR BARD. OTHER 
Rad'ia tion Pressure 
7;::f~E:JI , II , 111 I I I I II 
Instrument s used : 8" standard rain gage, Shelter , T-Support max-min thormomotoI's . 
Calibration: N/ A 
Locati on of i nstrumentation: Barnes Hill Rd ., Burlington , CT qy SE ohores of llepaug Reservoir . Very hi lly wooded area . 
Latit ude : 4'· 48 ' N 
Longitude : 72 ' 56 ' \'1 
Approx . Elevation: 510 ft . 
USGS Coll insville , CT Quadrangle 
Observera Joseph F. McHall&ra Observer's Address l Town of Canton "PeF . River Rd .. Collinsville . CT 06022 
FREQUE NCY OF COLLECTION 




TOTAL , YEARS OF RECORD 






,d-'k:-. Soil Surface Tower 
X 
'5 
WINO e/lISTURE SOLAR 
Soep.d Direction Humidit~ DeWDoint Radiation 
BARD. OTHER 
Pressure 
~::1~jE::'1 III III I I I I I I 
Inst1'UIllente USed l Min-lI8.x theraolleter (Taylor), clear rain gage 5" cap . (Taylor) . 
Calibration I None. 
Location of instruaentationl Rain CiA.ia and ther1lOlleter four feet above ground . 
LatitUde I 41 ' 49 ' N 
LongitUde I 72' 56 ' 'II 
Approx. Elevation I )00 ft. 
Uses Collinsv1lle, CT Quadrangle 
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-
Obs erver: V. W. Yanoe y . Conn. DEP Obs erver ' !! Address : 165 t:apitol Ave •• liartfor d . CT 06115 
PRECIPITATION TEMP ERA1 URES WINO MO ISTURE SOLAR BARD. OTHER 
FREQUENCY OF COLLECTION 
(I) Cont i nuously 
Hou rly 
Daily 
Wee kl y 
TOTAL I YEARS OF RECORD 
as of Spri ng 1981 
HOW IS DATA RECORDED 
(I) Magnetic Tapes 
Strip Charts/Graphs 








Speed Direc ti on Humidit Dewnoi nt Radiation Pressu re 
x x x 
X x X 
1 1 1 
Instruments us ed: Temp erature s enso r ( 01 l ma r onlCS H k I ) d ; Wln ayo em i ma rOniCS ar , w>n d d ' irec on s enso r 
(WD- lOA), wind speed s ensc r (WS-1 0A); solar r adiati on sensor (~latrix 14Kl-G) . 
Cal i bration: Al l ins trum ent s fi eld cal ibrated t wi ce year ly aea i rmt standard i nat rwnents by s t aff t echnicians . 
Locat ion of i ns trum enta 
east 
tion: Eas t Hartford, CT . Behind 20 ft. buildi ng on er ass area . :''ve I'~ree n trees 15 ft. high , 74m. 
Wind t ower 30 ft., sol ar 15 ft ., t emp . shi el d 14 ft , 
I Latitude : 41 ' 47 ' 10" l 
Longit ude : 72' 37' 52" W 
Approx . El evation: 50 
USGS Ha.rtfo rd , CT Nor th 
ft . 
Qtladrangl e 
Observer I V.w. Yanosy , Conn l DEP Observer' s Addres s I 16:2 Ca:eitol Ave •• Hanford I ar 0611:2 
FREQUENCY OF COLLECTION 




TOTAL , YEARS DEe RECORD 
as of Spn ng 19 1 
HOW IS DATA RECORDED 
























WINO MOI STURE 
Sp •• d Direction Humidit Oewooi nt 
X X X 
X X x 







X X X 
X X X 
SOLAR BARD. OTHER 









Ins truMents USedl Tlpp 
~~ 
Ing bucket ra1n gage (Texas Eleetronles)l teapemture s ensor (Cll_tronics li00093)1 wind systn 
l.atronics Mark 1) 1 wind di rection sens or (lrID-10A), wind speed. Set1sor(VS-l OA) 1 dew cell thermistor 
I9i 01)1 solar radiation sensor (Matrix MKi-G), pressure sensor (rSI2014). 
Callbrat10nl Al l ins t ru.enta field calibrated twice ye&rl y ~inst standard instru.enta by s t&tf technicians. 
Location of ill5truaenta tian l Enfield , ar. Grassed area. in front of Koeciuszko Jr. H.S. , tall evergreen trees to t he north. 
Vind tower )O ft . , rain gage 
Lat1tude l 41 ' 59' 55" 
Longitude . 72' )4' 2;" 
Approx. iaevation l 12 





1.5 ft •• solar 1.5 ft., top. inside saapllng -.n1fold; baro. inside tn.1ler. 
34 
I 
Obeervul TO! Thoapson Obeerver 'e Addreul T01m of Ent1ftJd yPCP . 90 PAntonl Rd. i'nfitl,d qr 06Q6? 





TOTAL , YEARS OF RECORD 





TEMPERATURES WIND MOISTURE SOLAR 




HOW IS DATA RECORDED 
(I) Magnetic Tapes 
Strip Charts/G raphs 
By Hand 
Other (specify) I ' I, I I I I I I I I I I I 
InstrUilents used. 11" Cl&!lr-vu rain gage (Taylor). 
C&libratlons l None. 
Location of inetruaentat10nl On railings surrounding "aeration tank 1n approximate center of plant grounds . Surroundings 
open. 
Latitude l 41' 58' N 
Longitudel 72' )6' W 
Approx. Elevationl SO ft. 
USGS Broad Brook, CT Quadrangle 
Obser.-er l David Arnold Observer's Address l 126 No. Granby Rd • • Granby. CT 06015 
FREQUENCY OF COLLECTION 
(I) Conti nuously 
Hourly 
Twice Da; 1y 
Weekly 
TOTAL N YEARS OF RECORD 
as of Spring 1981 
HOW IS DATA RECOROEO 
PRECIPITATION TEMPERATU RES 
Ai, 
Rain Snow Soil SurfactrTower 
WINO MOISTURE 
Speed Direction Hum1dity Dewpo;nt 
X 
2 
SOLAR BARD . OTHER 
Radiation Pressure 
(I) Magnetic Ta pes 
Strip Chart s/G raphs 
By Hand 
Other (specify) I I I I I I, I I I I I I I 
Instruments USedl Wind odometer (Enertech), 
Cali bra tionl " None . 
Location of instruaent&tionl Atop 100 ft. tower of wind generator, above all vegetation and buildings for t mile radius . 
LatitUde I 41' 51' N 
Longl,tUde, 72' 41' W 
Approx. Elevationl 200 ft. 
USGS Tariffvill e , CT ~rangle 
35 
Observer I John Swenson Observer ' . Addressl 26 But"ee Rd., Granby , C'l' 060}5 





TOTAL , YEARS OF RECORO 
a s of Spring 1981 





TEMPERATURES WINO MOISTURE 
.,~b Soil Surface Tower Speed Direction Humfdft OewD01n t 
X X X 
5 2 2 
SOLAR BARD. OTHER 
Radiation Press ure 
x 
, 
';"~~~:::l I, I I, I I, I ,I I I I, I I 
Instruments WSed l Min-... x t hen-oaeter (Tayl or), an .. oaeter (Ma.x1au. Inc., Maestro), baroaeter {Atcoh 1'&in gage ,6" cap. 
plastic , 
Calibrationl None. 
Location of instrumentation I liooded, settl ed area, ground genU,. sloping toward eaat . Grase and pine needle eurtace cover. 
Wind 18 ft ., te~, 5 f t •• rain 3 ft., bareaeter inside howse. 
Latitude, 41' 55' N 
Longitooe l 72' 48 ' W 
Approx . Elevation. 260 ~t. 
USGS TariffvUle , CT Quadrangle 
Observer l C. Bagley. Travelers Weather Service Obeerver's Addresl51 242 Con;stitution Plap. Hartford . C'l' 06101 
FREQUENCY OF COLLECTION 















WIND MOISTURE SOLAR BARO. OTHER 
S eed Direct ion Humi d; t Dew oint Radiat ion Pressu re 
every 6 
X X hours 
X X X 
X X 
TOTALf'sY EARS OF. RECORD L-<l1~~'-...L_.l...j~-L_....L~---l~"'-----'~_---l-'''--' _ _ _ ..L __ ...L._-' a s 0 pring 1981' 6 2 4 
HOW IS OATA RECORDED 
(I) Magnetic Tapes 
Str ip Charts/Graphs 
By Hand 
Other (sf)ecify) 
Ins truments US ed l Dewpoint (Foxboro), temperature (Bristol), wind (BendIx). 
Calibration I Calibrations performed as needed by outside technicians . 
Location of ins trumentation I Downtown Hartford , cr. Sensors in instrument shelters atop 250 Constitution Flag. 
Latitude l 41' 46' N 
Long! tudel 72 ' 40' .., 
Approx. Elevation I 10 ft . 
USGS Hartford , CT North q;uadrangle 
36 
N'dS 
station: Hartford - Brainard Field Obser ver : )1DC , WPCf , 240 Brainard Rd., Hart ford , CT 





TOTAL , YEARS OF, REfORD 
as of SPrlng 9/j 
HOW IS DATA RECORDED 








TEMPERATURES WIND MOISTURE 




Radiation Pres sure 
Instruments used: Weighti ng rain gage (Belfort) ; min-max thermometor (Weks l er) ; surface thermograph (Belfort ) . 
Cal i bration: Year ly and as needed Qy NWS Substation Network Specialist . 
Location of inst rumentati cn: Open field approx . 50 ft . from nearest buildi ng , grass surface . 
Latitude : 41' 44 ' N 
Longitude : 72 ' 39 ' W 
Approx . Elevation: 10 ft . 
USGS Hartford, CT South Quadrangl e 
Observerl V.W. Yanoey . Conn . nF~ Observer's Addroo81 165 Capitol Av~, . Hart~Ord, CT 06115 
FREQUENCY OF COLLECT ION 




TOTAL , YEARS OF RECORD 
&8 of SPring 1981 
HOW IS DATA RECORDED 
(I) Magnet ic Tapes 




PRECIPITATI ON TEMPERATURES 





Speed Direction Humiditv Dewpoint 
X X X 
X X X 
6 6 6 
SOLAR BARD . 






Instruments USed l Tipping bucket rain gage (Texas Electronics)/ t a-perature sensor (Cl1aa.tronics #100(93) , wind syst .. 
(Cllmatronics Mark I)I wind direction seneor WD-l~), wind speed s ensor (WS-lOA), dew cell thermis tor 
(YSI9101) , solar radiation s ensor (Matrix MK1-G) , pressure sensor (YSI2014). 
Cal.ibral1on l All 1nstru.ents field cal1brated twice yearly against s tandard instruments by staff technicians . 
Location of instruaen.t.&t1 ofll Hartford, CT in trailer at rear of State Office Bldg, parking lot on pave.ent , Buildings t o 
east , 'lind tower 30 ft" rain gage 15 ft" solar 15 f t" teap, inside saapl1ng aanifold , bB.ro . inside 
trailer. 
t..tltude. 41 ' 45' 41" N 
Longitude I 72' 4 0' 43" W 
Approx, Elevationl 50 ft. 
Uses Hartford, CT North Quadrangle 
37 
Observer. Richard E. Link Observer's Address. 8 WineSA.p Rd • . Kensington, CT 06037 





TOTAL * YEARS OF RECORD 
as of Spring 1981 





TEMPERATURES WIND MOISTURE 
Ai, 




SOLAR BARO. OTHER 
Radiation Pressure 
(I) Magnetic Tapes 
Strip Chart s/Graphs 
By Hand 
Other (s-pecify) 1,1,11'111 I I I I II 
Instruaents used, Remote reading recording therlllograph (Taylor), 7 day chart -40/+120'F, 12" diaaeter chart . Standard 8" 
rain and snow gage on tripod, no wind shield . Thermograph in service since November 1958, 
Calibration, Themogra ph from time to time. Inserting bulb in solution of ice cubes and water. 
Locati on of instruaenta 
In 
'eo 
tion' Themograph bulb IIOunted 4.5 ft . above ground on north side of attached garage. Rain gage 
open grass covered back yard approximately 50 ft . from house. Open area (1 acre), eaall wooded 
tion...60 ft. to south. 
N 
• 
Latitude, 41')6' )0" 
Longitude I 72' 47' )0" 
Approx. Elevation, 20 
USGS Meriden, CT Quadra 
Oft. 
ngle 





Observer's Addrese , 
WINO 
Rain Snow Soil urface Tower Soeed Direction 





TOTAL , YEARS OF RECORD 
as of Spr1ng 1981 
HOW IS DATA RECORDED 
(I) Magnetic Tapes 













I I I I I I 
Instruaents used, Ral n gag. 0" to 12" (Belfort Instruaent Co. .ode! 18051). 




Calibration , Every si x .onths by Water Dept. by weight baees using special calibration weights. 
Location of instruaenta tion , 
Latitude, 41' 46' N 
Longitude, 71' )2' W 
Approx. Elevation ' 200 
USGS Manchester, CT Quad 
ft. 
rangle 
Located on plant' s clearwell wUh 20 foot dia.aeter clear open1ng. 
38 









Obs.ne" D. Vaekt.r, THe Obsener's Address. 12'2 SHu Deane Hwy., Wethersfield. c:r 06109 





TOTAL 'sYEAinRS OF_RECORO 





TEMPERATURES WINO MOISTURE 
Ai, 
Soil Surface Tower Saeed Direction Humidit Dewooint 
SOLAR BARO. OTHER 
Radiation Pressure pH 
X 
.3 
~~:~~:::::'I III II I I I I I I I 
Instrullents Used. Plastic calibrated rain gage 
calibrationl None. 
Loc&tion of im~trumentation. 119 Love La" Manchester, CT, Flu grassy area in back yard. 
Latitude I 4i' 46' N 
Longitudel 72' 33' W 
Approx. Elevation. 80 ft. 
USGS Man cheater. CT Quadrangle 
Oooerterl State of Conn .. DEP ForestrY Unit Observer's Addressl 165 Capitol Ave" Hartford. CT 06115 
FREQUENCY OF COLLECTION 




TOTAL , YEARS OF RECORO 
as of Spr i ng 1981 
HOW IS DATA RECORDED 










Soil surfa<i' TOwer 
X 
50 
Instruments USedl Hydrothermograph, anemometer. 
Calibrationl . Field calibrated annuaJ.ly and as necessary. 
WIND MOISTURE 
Saeed Direction Humidit Dewooint 
X X X 
50 50 50 
Location of instrumentation I Marlborough, CT on Rt. 66 just east of the Blackledge River. 
r...UtUdel 41' 39' N 
LongitUde. 72' 26' \i 
AllProx Elevation. 350 ft. 






Observerl V.W. Yan03Y, Conn. IEP Observer's Addressl 165 Capitol Ave .. Ha.rt.(ord. CT 06115 
PRECIPITATION TEMPERATURES WINO MOISTURE SOLAR BARO. OTHER 





TCTAL ' sYEARS OF. RECORD 
as or prl.ng T9t\ r 
HOW IS OATA RECORDED 




Rain Snow Soil 
Air 
urface Tower Speed toirection Humi dity Oewpoint Radiation Pressure 
X X X 
X X X 
1" 1" 1" 
*SUDer only 
I nstrwnents USed l Telllperature sensor (Cl1matronics #100(9), 'Hind syste. (Cl1l1B.tronics Mark I). wind direction sensor 
(WD-10A), wind speed sensor (WS-10A). 
Cal1br1!1.tion. All instruments field calibrated. twice :rearly against s tandard instruaents by s taff technicians, 
Location of 1nstruaen 
to 
tatlOD.1 New Britain, CT at Klingberg F&Il1ly Center, on top of a hill in well exposed. area. Wind 
wer )0 ft •• teap, shield outdoors 9 ft. 
" N 
" • 
70 ft . 
Latitudel 41' )9' 25 
Longitudel 72' 46' 47 
Approx. Elevation. 
USGS New Brlta1n , CT Quadrangle 
Observerl S B NeWMn Observer ' s Addressl C2Q!In1cu~ ~l. CentI!l Conn! S!::Ate C211ege. New Er1tain . CT 06050 





TOTAL N YEARS OF RECORD 
as of Spring 1961 
HOW IS DATA RECORDED 
(I ) Magnetic Tapes 














Speed Direction Humidi t.Y Dewpoint 
X X X 
,. 1+ H 
i X I X 
I I 
X 
I ns truments used . Temp erature/dewpoint recorder (Foxboro) I barograph (Taylor), aneao.eter/wind 









vane (Weather.easure) • 
OTHER 
Location of 1nstrumenta 
Cope 
labo 
Temp.jdewpoint in shelter on roof of Copernicus Hall. Wind vane/anemometer "on roof of 
observatory dome to west approx, 20 ft. Barograph inside weather roi cus Hall, partially blocked by 
ratory in Copernicus Hall. 
N 
W 
Lati tilde! 41' 41' 20" 
Long! tuie I '72' 46 ' 
Approx. Elevation. 15 






Station I Shuttle Meadow Reservoir Obs erver I Office of Director of Water . 1000 Shuttle Meadow Ave,. New Britaln. aT 06050 





TOTAL I YEARS OF RECORD 







So11 .z~~_ urface Tower 
WI ND MOISTURE SOLAR BARD. OTHER 
Soeed Direction Humiditv Dewooint Radiation Pressure 
. 
HOW IS DATA RECORDED 
(I) Magnetic Ta pes 
Strip Charts/Graphs 
By Hand 
Other (specify) 1,1,11111 I I I I II 
Ins truments USedl 8" standard raln gli£s . 
calibration . N/ A 
Location of instrumentation. Home of caretaker at Shuttle Meadow Run. 
Lat1 tudel 41' 39 ' N 
Longitude I 72' 49' V 
Approx. ElevatiOn! .410 ft. 
uses New Brltaln, CT Quadrangle 
Ob!:lerver l C. Larom . The Stanley Works Observer's Add't'ft!'lSI 195 Lake St. I New :Britain. CT 060 





TOTAL I YEARS OF RECORD 










Soeed Direction Humidit Oewooint 
X X 
5 5 
SOLAR BARO. OTHER 
Radiation Pressure 
~;::g~::::'1 III Ill' I I I I II 
Instruments used. TefJperature (Sclen~ Associates 1170" 1175 ehel.ter), wind speed and direction (Aeroane 14-120 and 
4-141 recorder). 
CalIbration I Thermomet er;} cali brat ad annually . 
Location of instruaentaUons Wind on roof of Boiler house approx. 50 ft. above ground. Tellper&ture on north side of bldg . 
approx. two ft. below roof lIne of two-story Boiler house addition. 
Lat1tudel 41' 40' N 
LOngitUdel 72' 47' 30" W 
APProx. Elevation. 200 ft. 
USCg Nev Brt taln, cr Quadrangle 41 
Observerl Walter M. Kambln , Plainville WPC Observer's AddresSI Cronk Rd •• Plainville . CT 06062 
FREQUENCY OF COLLECTIO 





TO~L o~ !~~~ 0f~fCORD 
HOW IS DATA RECORDED 
(I ) Magnetic Tapes 
Strip Char t s/Graphs 
By Hand 
Other (s~ecify) I 
PRECIPITATION 









Soil Surface Tower Saeed Direction 
X X X 







Instruments usedl Th erao.eter (Tayl or) , rain .- (Tayl or) . 




Lccation of i nstrumen t o.tion: Open area at Filtration Pl ant , adjacent t o the Pequabuck River . 
tati tudel 41' 41 ' N 
Longit ude . 72 ' 52' W 
Approx. Elevationl 
USGS New Britain, CT 
50 ft. 
Quadrangle 
Observers HarClld J I J2hn!ilji!ii!D Observer's Addressl ~ H!ii!~ H111 ~f, R!ii!!:ikJ: ru;u, I r;;I QQQQZ 





TOTAL , YEARS OF RECORD 
a.s of Spring 1981 
HOW IS DATA RECORD EO 
(I) Magnetic Tapes 
Str i p Charts/Graphs 
By Hand 













IMtruaents USed l Mi n- MJ[ theraOileter (Taylor). 
Calibration. NIA 
WIND MO ISTURE 
Soeed Direction Hwnidit~ Oewpoint 
I 
I I I 
Location of inst ruaen ta.tiona 20 ft. fro. "building on HE" side, .ount ed to flag pol e. 
Latitude I 41 ' 40' H 
LOngitudel 12' 38' V 
Approx, Eleva.tion l 
USGS Hartford, en' Sou 












I I I 
















Soil urface ower Speed Direction 
X X X 
• • • 
*not recarded 
MOISTURE SOLAR BARD. OTHER 
Humid i t Oewooint Radiation Pressure 
. X 
• TC~Lof n~fkOf.,MCORD 
HOW IS DATA RECORDED 
(I) Magnetic Tapes 
Strip Charts/Graphs 
By Hand 
Other (s~ecify) I, I I I I I I I I I I I I 
Instruaenb3 USed l Baroaeter (Taylor)1 fence poet rain gage I dOlme&8ter "Don Kent" wind direction and s~ed l l ndoor -
outdoor theraoaeter (T&ylor). 
Cal.1bratlont None . 
Locati on of instruaentationl Home of observer , s ituated on rising terrain - pl&teau 1n F&Ddngton River valleYi hou8e 
s urrounded by woods. Winds blocked by woods except fro. north. liim. 10 III •• te.perature 8 III •• prec1p. 
2 • • Ratn gage MOunted on deck f ence post - clear exposure. 
Lati tude, 41' 50 ' N 
Longitude I ?2' 51' 'II 
Approx. Elevation I 350 ft . 
uses Avon, CT Quadrangle 
NWS 
Station s S1msbury Observerl Town of Sll1Sbury Sever Dept . ! 'Drake Hill Rd" Simsbury . CT 06070 
PRECIPITATI ON TEMPERATURES WIND MOISTURE SOLAR BARD. OTHER 
FREQUENCY OF COLLECTION 




TOTAL I YEARS OF RECORD 
as of Sprlng 1981 
HOW IS DATA RECORDED 
( I) Magnetic Ta pes 
Stri p Charts/Graphs 






Snow Soil urface ower 
X X 
7 7 
Instrument s USedl Sta:ndard rain gage I hi-Io thenaometer. 
Calibrati on l None. 
River 
Sneed Oirection Humidit Dewooint Radiation Pressure Stalte 
X 
14 
Location of inst rumentation I Rain gage i s mounted on hand rail near chlorine tank , about 50 ft. f roll neares t building. 
several hundred feet from trees . Thermometer mounted on north si de of buil ding at treat.ent plant slte. 
River elevat1on. taken f rom transmitter in Tarriffv1lle, CT of river gauge at Drake Hill bridge . 
Lat1 tudel 41' 51 ' N 
LOngi tudet 72 ' 48 ' ." 
Approx. Elevationl 150 f t. 
USGS Avon , CT Quadrangle 43 
Obeerver. Bam D. O'Brien Observer's Addrese. 1215 Vut Center St" Southington, CT 06489 
PRECIPITATION TEMPERATURES WIND MOISTURE SOLAR BARD. OlliER 
LcR~a~i~nC1~S~n~ow~~S~o~i~1~u~r~f~ac~e'fT~o~we~r~2Sp~,e~e~d~~i r~.~c~t~i ~on"+~H~um~i~d~i~t~yO~e~w~pco~in~t~~R.~d~i~a~t~io~n"+~P~re~s~s~u~r~e+-__ --1 
FREQUENCY OF COLLECTION' 
(I) Continuously x 
Hourly 
Daily x x x 
Week.l y 
TOTAL , YEARS DFRECORD L_2_-,-_4_-1-_.l--:*,---1-:-:-'-;"---;--'--;-;-~;;;!-__ -'-__ --'-___ .l--__ -1-_-' 
a .8 Of S-pring 1981 98 7,~:r~;:::' I ' I, I I ~rrl~" i I I I I I 
Ins truJlents used. Tipping bucket min gage (Edaund), Il1n-u.x theZ'lDOlIleter (Taylor), anelloaeter - ldnd speed indicator with 
peak gust register (Max1aUJl, Inc.). 
Callbration. Perfo1'lli.ed by observer. Tipping bucket gage COllpared with s tandard cylindrical type rain Zage , ane.o.eter is 
cal1brated by lI&llufacturer to with1n J i!ph, 
Loca.tion of instrumentation. Valley bette.. site, s-.J.l grassy area part1ally surrounded by treea, Rain gage 20 ft, above 
ground away fro. trees, etc" ane.o.eter IlOunted 30 ft, above ground away fro. sources Of errors and 
trees . thermometer 4t ft. above grass-covered ground 1n an instruaent shelter, 
LaUtude. 41' 37' N 
Longitudel 72' 54' V 
Approx, Elevation. 209 ft, 
USGS Southington, CT Quadrangle 
Observer: G.A. mmond Observer ' s Address : Southingt on Water De pt .! 65 High St • • Southington . CT 06489 
PRECIPITATION TEMPERATURES WIND MOISTURE SOLAR 
Ai , 
BARO. OTHER 





x x x 
TOTAL , YEARS OF RECORD L __ 3e.l'--l-.<)~1 J ____ l-..:*:.--L __ -'=--__ ...L ______ ...L ____ -'L ____ -L ______ -' ______ -L ____ .J 
as of Spring 198 1 
HOW IS DATA RECORDED * 17 year s of r ecor d at High St .; the rmomet ers r ecently moved from High St . to r eservoir s i te. 
{I} Magneti c Tapes 
Strip Charts/G raphs 
By Hand 
Other (specify) I, I, II , I I I I I I I I I 
Instruments used: Thermom et ero (Taylor &: Freas ) j rain gage . 
Calibration: None . 
Location of i nstrumentation: Hillside location near treatment hous e for res ervo irs , open above e9uipment with some smal l 
shrubbery nearby ( no taller than equipment). 
Latitude: 41' 34 ' 30" N 
Longitude : 72 ' 56 ' 30 " W 
Appr ox . Elevation: 380 ft , 
USGS Southington , CT Quadrangl e 44 
NWS 
StatiOn! Hartford Reservoir 116 Observerl MOO Water Treatllent Plant. 1420 Fanington Ave . ! West Hartford. CT 06107 





TOTAL , YEARS OF RECORD 






TEMPERAT URES WINO MOISTURE SOLAR BARO. 
Air 




HOW IS OATA RECOROED 
e/} Magnetic Tapes 
Strip Charts/G raphs 
By Hand 
Other (specify) 1:1,11:111 1 II 1 II 
Ins truments USedl Rafn gage (Casella), min-lIl9.x thermometer (Bristol) . 
calIbration l Gage. is checked by s tick measurellent. 
Location 6£ Instruaentatlonl Inside buIldIng at West Hartford Reservoir. 
LatItude . 41' 47' 30~ N 
Longitude I 72' 47' \II' 
Approx . Elevationl 400 ft. 
USGS Avon, CT Quadrangle 
NWS 
StAtion! Wes t Hartford Observerl KDC Vater Bureau. PO Box 800. 555 Main St.! Hartford, CT 06101 
FREQUENCY OF COLLECTION 




TOTAL , YEARS OF RECORD 
as of SPring 1981 





TEMPERATURES WINO MOISTURE SOLAR 
Air 
Soil urf~ffower Speed Direction Humid i t Dewooint Rad i ation 
BARO. OTHER 
Pressure 
(I) Magnetic Tapes 
Strip Charts/Graphs 
By Hand 
Other (specify) 1,1,11111 I I I I II 
Instruments USedl 8" s tandard rain gage ; tipping bucket gage • 
Calibration I N/A 
Location of instrumentatiOn! Filter Plant, Hartford Vater Bureau. Station i6 in residential area with seveml slllLl..l. 
:reservoirs n$8.Z'by. Plant is ne&r Reservoir Ii. 
LatitUde I 4i' 45' H 
LOngitUdel 72 ' 47' V 
Approx. Elevation. 275 £t. 
USCS Avon, CT Quadrangle 45 
1/liS 
Statiom Hartford WSO U Observer . NliS Office . Bradley Int ernational Airport . Vlndsor Locks . CT 06096 
PRECIPITATION TEMP ERATURES WIND MO ISTURE SOLAR BARD. OTHER 
Air 








x x x x x x x 
TOTAL I YEARS OF RECORD L.;~2_-L2'-!L_L~2----'L_L.E.2-L_~2_-L22'---L_Jf.2,---,-_~2_--,-_.E._.L_-' 
a.s of Spring 1981 
HOW IS DATA RECORDED 
(I) Magnetic Tapes 
Strip Charts/Graphs 
By Hand 
Other (specify ) 
Instruments used. 8" s.tandard rain g8.8'e , 12" D. T. recording rain gage tipping bucket rain gage I /lax-liin thermOlleters 
Cal1brati"oDi Twi ce yearly by NIlS Sub6tation Network Speciallst. 
Location of Instrlllllentatloni Bradley Inten:l&t1onal Airport in Windsor Locks , CT . 
Latitude l 41 ' 56 ' N 
LongitUde . 72' 41' W 
Approx , Elevationl 160 ft. 
USGS iHndsor Locks . CT Quadrangle 
46 
Litehfield County Si t e Reports 
Town Pa ge 
Barkhamsted. 48 
Cornwall 48 




New Hartf ord 51-52 
New Milford . 52-53 
Norfolk . 53 
Sharon 54 
Thomas ton. 54 
Torring ton 55 
Warren 55 
Washing ton Depot 56 
Wa t ertown. 56- 57 
Winches ter 58 




Stationl BarlchlUll!lted Observer: MDC Water :Bureau . PO BIh 800 . 555 Main St .! Har t f ord . CT 06 10 1 










TEMPERf,TURES WINO MOISTURE 
Ai, 
Soil urface Tower Soeed Direction Humidit Dewooint 
SOLAR BARD. OTHER 
Radia t ion Pressure 
HOW IS OATA RECORDED 
(I) Magnetic Tapes 
Strip Charts/Graphs 
8y Hand 
Other (specify) I ' I ,I I I I I I I I I I I 
Instrument s used: NWS 8 " standar d rai n sage 
Cal ibration: ~lly Qy NWS Substati on Network Specialiat . 
Location of instrumentation: Beach Rock Rd., Barkhamst ed , CT. Very hill y area , litt l e resident i al ar ound . 
Latitude: 41' 55' N 
Longitude : 72 ' 57' W 
Approx . Elevat i on: 660 ft . 
USGS New Hartford , CT Quadrangl e 
Observer I StAt, of C OM" PEP Forestry Una Observer' S Address l 165 Capitol Ave " Hartford. CT 06115 





TOT~; lr Y":'M.~g0r.&CORD 
HOW IS DATA RECORDED 
(I) Magnetic Tapes 
Stri p Char t s/ Graphs 
By Hand 







So il ,~i.k; , urface owe r 
X 
50 
I rmtrwumts used . Hydrothermographs, anemometer. 
Calibrationl Field calibrated annually and a s necessary . 
WIND MO ISTURE 
Speed Direction Humidity DewPol nt 
X X X 
50 50 50 
Location of inst1'U.llentation. Hoha.wk Mtn., ComllB.l.l , CT. South of Rt . 4, below Moha.wk Htn. Rd. 
Latitudel 41' 49' N 
LOngitude1 7) ' 18 ' i' 
Approx. Elevation. 1350 ft. 
uses Cornwall, CT Q.uad,rangle 
48 
SOLAR 




s tation: Fal ls Vi l lage Obs er ver: Hartford Electric Li ght Co .! Fal l a Vi l lage . CT 06031 





TOTAL If YEA~S OF, RI CORD 
as 0 S-prl. l'lg 98 
HOW IS DATA RECORDED 
(I ) Magnetic Ta pes 
Strip Charts/Graphs 
By Hand 
Other (spec i fy) 
I PRECIPITATION 
I Rain Snow 
X X 
61 61 
TEMPERATU RE S 
Ai, 
Soil urface Tower 
X 
61 
I nstruments used: 6 " s-:.and.a.rd rain gage . 
Calibration: N/ A 
WIND MOISTURE 
Soeed Di rection Humidit Oewooint 
. 
Locat ion of i nst rumentat ion: Fall s Vi l l age sect i on of Canaan, CT . Sit e on Housatoni c River . 
Latit ude: 41 ' 57 ' N 
Longi t ude : 73 " 22 ' W 
Approx . El evation: 550 ft . 
USGS South Cannan , CT ~ladrangl e 
Observer : Bristol Wat er Dept . Observer ' s Address : 11 9 Riverside Ave .! Bris t ol , CT 06010 
FREQU ENCY OF COLLECTION 
(I) Cont i nu ously 
Hou rl y 
Daily 
Weekl y 
TOTAL i YEARS OF RECORD 
as of Spring 198 1 
HO~ IS DATA RECORDED 
(I ) Magnet i c Tapes 
Stri p Charts/G raphs 
By Hand 
Other (speci fy) 
PRECI PITATION TEMPERATU RES 
Ai , 
Ra in Snow So il lSu r face Towe r 
X X 
20 20 
Instrument s used : Ra i n gage (Science Associatea) . 
Cal i bration: N/ A 
WIND MOI STURE 
Speed Di rect ion Humiditv Dewpo int 
SOLAR BARO. 
Radiation Pressure 
SOLAR BARO . 
Radia ti on Pressure 
Locati on of i nst rumentation: Cook ' s Dam , Ha~ony Hi ll Rd . i n Harwint on , CT. Fiel d , gransy area , one tree close by . 
Latitude : 41 · 46 ' 30" N 
Longitude : 12 ' 02 ' 30" W 
Approx , El evation: 850 ft . 








Observer: Briat ol Hater De pt . Observer ' s Address : 119 Riverside Ave •• Bristol . CT 06010 





TOTAL I YEARS OF RE CORa 
as of Spri ng 1981 
HOW IS OATA RECOROEO 
(I) Magnetic Tapes 
Strip Charts / Graphs 
By Hand 
Other (specify) 
PRECIPITATION TEMPERAT URES 
Rain Snow • -:-:?'k-.. Soil Surface Tower 
x X 
20 20 
Instrument s used: Rai n gage (Science Asaociates) . 
Cal ibration: N/A 
WIND MOISTURE 
Saeed Direction Humidit Dewaoint 
SOLAR BARO . 
Rad iation Pres sure 
Locat i on of inst rumentation: #5 Res ervoir on Blueberry Hill Rd . in Harwi nton. Open f i eld , grass surface cover. 
Latitude : 41 · 44 ' N 
Longit~e : 73 ' 00 ' W 
Approx . Elevation: 900 f t . 
USGS Torrington , CT Quadrangle 
.. s 
Stationl Bulls Bridge Dam Observerl Northeast Utilities Service Co.! Box 270 , New Milford. CT 06776 
FREQUENCY OF COLLECTION 




TOTAL , YEARS OF RECORD 
as of Spring 1981 





TEMPERATURES WINO MOISTURE SOLAR 







":"~~~:::::ll ,I I, I I I I I I I I I 
Instruments USedl Standard rain gage and max-mi n thermometers . 
calibration I M/ A 
Loca.ti on of instruaerl'tationl Kent , CT, 
Lat1tudel 41' 39 ' 30" N 
Longitude. 73' 29' 30" W 
Approx . Elevatlonl 260 ft. 
USGS Kent , CT Quadrangle 
50 
Observ~rl Ted Legendre. TOlm of Litchfield , Sewer Dept . Observer ' s Address l PO Box 34), Litchfield, CT 06759 
FREQUENCY OF COLLECTION 




TCTAL , YEARS OF RECORD 
as of Spring 1981 
PRECIPITATION TEMPERATURES 
Rain Snow Soil .c~ik-:-"_ urface Tower 
X X X 
• • 10 
*not r ecorded 
WINO MOISTURE SOLAR BARD. 
Soeed !Direction H\.Jm iditv Dewooint Radiation Pressu re 
OTHER 
HOW IS DATA RECORDED 
(I) Magnetic Tapes 
Stri p Charts/Graphs 
By Hand 
Other (spec i fy ) LIII,III III III 
Instrtlllents usedt l'Iin-.ax thermometer (Taylor). 
Calibration! N/A 
Location of inetrumentationl NE corner of building behind trees, 
Latitude l 41' 45 ' N 
Longitude t 7)' 11' W 
Approx. Elevatlon l 1080 ft. 
USGS Litchfield, CT Q.uad:rangle 
Observer: Denis Miller Observer's Address: 23 Birdsview Ave •• New Hart fo rd, CT 06057 
PRECIPITATION TEMPERATURES WIND MOISTURE 





TOTAL # YEARS OF RECORD 
as of Spring 1981 
HOW IS OATA RECORD EO 








Soil ur fa ce Tower Speed Direct i on Humidit 
x x' X· 
10 [0 10 
*4 times daily 
Instruments used: Anemometers (Airgulde & Maximum); thermograph; min-max thermometers. 
Cal ibration : As necessary. 
Locat ion of "instrumentation: Home of observer in Bakersville section of New Hartford, 
Latitude : 41" 50 ' N 
Longitude: 73 ' 0 1 ' W 
Approx. Elevation: 775 ft. 
USGS To.rington, CT Quadrangle 
51 
Dewpo; nt 




Observer: Denis R. Miller Observer ' s Address: 23 Birdsview Ave.! New Hartford . CT 06057 





TOTAL N YEARS OF RECORD 
as of Spring 1981 
HOW IS OATA RECOROEO 
(/) Magnetic Tapes 







TEMPERATURES WIND MOISTURE 
Air 
Sol1 ur face Tower Speed Directi on Humid; tv Dewooint 
x X* x' 
10 10 10 
*4 times daily 
Instruments used: Anemome ters (Ai r guide & Haximum); t hermogr aph; min-max thermometers . 
Calibration: As necessar y. 
SOLAR BARO. 
Radiation Pres su re 
x' 
10 
Location of instrumentation: One mile north of observer ' s r esidence in a valley lo~ation in Maple Hollow section oe New 
Hartford . 
Latitude: 41' 50' N 
Longitude : 73' 01' W 
Approlt , . Elevatlon: 566 ft. 
USGS To r rington, CT Quadrangle 
Observer I Kenneth Bailey Observer ' s Addressl liPCF. 12'3 West St" New Milford. CT 06n6 
FREQUENCY OF COLLECTION 




TOTAL , YEARS OF RECORD 






TEMPERATURES WIND MOISTURE 
Soil 
,.~1J-:--







HOW IS OATA RECORD EO 
(I) Magnetic Tapes 
Strip Charts/Graphs 
By Hand 
Other (s~ecify) I ' I, I I, I I I I I I I I I 
Ins truaents USed l Non-reCOrdlng rain gage (Taylor)l non-recording thermometer (Springfield) . 
CalibratiOn! NIA 
Locati on of instrumentatiOn! Rain gage mounted. on top of chain link fence, unobstructed I thermometer mounted on side 
of building, one foot off wall. Hortt) s ide shaded. majority of thle. 
Latitudel 41' )4 ' N 
LOngitude I 73 ' 25 ' if 
Approx . Elevation l 240 ft . 
uses New Milford, CT Quadrangle 52 
NWS 
St&tlon l Rocky River Du Observerl Northeast Util i ties Service Co .. RoW River Du. New MUford. CT 06n6 





TOTAL , YEARS OF RECORD 







Soil urface Tower 
WIND MOISTURE SOLAR BARO. 







7;::;~~:E:::ll'lllll I I I I 1,1 
I nstruments USedl 8'" standard rain ga&e 
Calibrationl N/A 
Location ~f Ins trumentations Rocky River Dam 1n New Milford , CT. 
Latitude I 41' 35' N 
LOngitude I 73 ' 26 ' V 
Approx, Elevation. 220 f t. 
USGS New Milford , CT Quadrangle 
NWS 
Station I Norfolk 2SV Observers Edward Co Childs . D.F. Russ . Norfolk . CT 06058 









>I ;0 TOTAL! YEARS OF RECORD 
&5 0 Spring 1981 ;0 
TEMPERAIURES WINO MOISTURE 
A', 
Soil !Surface Tower Speed Di rect ion Humidit OewDoint 
X X X X 
X X 
;0 10 ;0 40 
SOLAR BARO. OTHER 
Radiation Pressure Evap. 
X X 
so IS 
"~:::;~~~::::, I : I: I I: I I 1... I : I I I ,.11 
Instruments USedl Standard rain gago I thermobygrograph (Belfort )1 max-min recording thermollletersl psycln.'OlIeterl barometer/ 
altillleter (Keuffel & Esser) , anemollleter. 
CalibratiOn! Twice a year by NilS SubstatIon Network SpecialIst . 
Location of instrumentation I Two miles SW of Norfolk, CT. Area Is n at above a wooded slope t o north and NW droppIng to 
a 58 acre deep pond (where ice depths are llleasured) . Ins trunents are enclosed in a fenced area 30-50 .ft . 
from l ow buildings and tree growth. Wind accumulator i s a ttached to anemOMeter and vane atop 50 ft, 
tower on prominent hill to the south of the s tation. 
Latitude I 41' 58 ' N 
Longl tude l 73' 13' W 
APPTox . ElevatIon I 1337 ft . 
USGs Norfolk, CT Quadrangle 
53 
Observer I James A, March Observer's Address ' Amid Assoc •. Cornwall Bridge, CT 06754 





TOTAL , YEARS OF RECORD 
as of Spring 1981 
HOW IS DATA RECORDED 








TE"'oPERATURE S WINO 
Ai, 




Instruments USed l Rain gage , high.low thenometer, wind velocity recorder. 
Calibration l N/ A 
Location of instrumentation ' Open space on top of Mtn. in Sharon, CT . 
Latitudel 41' 52 ' H 
Longitude I 73 ' 25' W 
Approx. Elevation l 1229 ft. 






Station I Thomaston Dam Observer I U,S. Corps of Engineen , Thomaston Dam, Blak8llLll.n Rd,. Thomaston . CT 06787 
FREQUENCY OF COLLECTION 




TOI!Lol J~ffJ" O[~CORD 






TEMPERATURES WIND MOI STURE SOLAR BARO. 







(I) Hagnetic Tapes 
Strip Charts/Graphs 
By Hand 
Other (specify) I: I, II II I I I I I I, I 
Ins trtUlents used I Recording rain gage (Fis cher &: Porter). 
Calibration I Annually by NWS Substation Network SpeCialist, 
Location of instrumentationJ Site on Naugatuck River 1n Thomaston, CT. 
Latittdel 41' 42' N 
Longitudel 7)' 0) ' W 
Approx. Elevation l 538 ft. 
USGS Thomaston, CT Quadrangle 54 
NWS 
Station I Torrington Observer I Torrington Water Co.! 110 Prospect St.! Torrington. CT 06799 
FREQUENCY OF COLLECTION 




TOTAL , YEARS OF RECORD 
a s of Spring 1981 





TEMPERATURES WIND MOISTURE 
Air 
Soil urface Tower Sneed Direction Humidit Oewoo; nt 
SOLAR BARD. OTHER 
Radiation Pressu re 
(I) Magnetic Tapes 
Strip Charts/Graphs 
By Hand 
Other (specify) 1,1,11111 I I I I I I 
Ins trtllllent s .... Sedl 8" .staIJ:1a.rd min gage 
C8l1bratlonl N/A 
Location of ins trtlJl:enla.t1on l Open area at Water Co. , 110 Prospect St . in Torri ngton, CT . 
Latitude I 41' 48' N 
Longltudel 7)' W ' W 
Approx. Elevation I 580 ft. 
USGS Torrington . cr" Quadrangle 
NWS 
Stations ShepaUflj Dam Observer I Waterbury Water Co . I 21 E. Aurora St., Waterbury. CT 06708 





TOTAL N YEARS OF RECORD 
as of Spring 1981 




4 i 41 
TEMPERATURES WINO MOISTURE 
Air 
Soil urface Tower Saeed Direction Humidit Dewnoint 
X 
4 i 
SOLAR BARD. OTHER 
Radiation Pressure 
(/) Magnetic Tapes 
Strip Charts/Graphs 
By Hand 
Other (specify ) I ' I, I I, II I I I I I I I 
I nstruaents USedl 8" standard rain gage I 118JC . a: nn therw.oaete:r15. 
Cal1brat1on l N/A 
LocatiOll of lnstruaentatlonl Shepaug IlaJI Res ervo:J..r 1n Warren, CT. 
latitUde I 41' 43' N 
LOngitudel n' 18' W 
Approx . Elevationl 840 ft . 
uses New Preston. CT Quadrangle 
55 
Oboerverl Theodore Averill Oboerver'e A.ddreUI Calhoun St • . Wa.ahlngton Depot. CT 06794 





TCTAL I YEARS OF RECORD 
as of Spring 1981 





TEMPERATURES WINO MOISTURE 









'~"[~:f::::' I ' I ,I I I I, I ,I I I I I I 
I nstruments USed l Flat bottOIll St. vUe rain gage; indoor-outdoor and IQin-max thermometers (Taylor), anemometer (Maximua); 
hand lI&de wind director, baroaeter (I/B) . 
CalibratiOn! None. 
Lo~tion of instrumentatiolll Farm l ocated two Idles NW of Wash1ngton Depot near top of Baldwin Hill. Rain gage on top 
of hills1de clothes dryer, " thermometers on back porch - northerly direction- 8 ft. off ground, anemollleter 
and wind direction on house roof (25 ft .). 
Lat1 tudel 41 ' 39' 30" N 
Long! tude. 73' 20' W 
Approx. Elevation l 900 ft. 
USGS New Preston Quadrangle 
Observer. Karsten Linsley Observer's Address. Mamol1a Hill Rd • . Watertown . CT 06795 
FREQUENCY OF COLLECTION 
(I) Continuously 
Hourly 
Da; 1y or more 
Week 1 yoften 
TOTAL N YEARS OF RECORD 
as of Spring 1981 
HOW IS DATA RECORDED 








TEMPERATURES WIND MOI STURE 
Ai, 







Ins truments Wled. 1 Standard 6" rain gae;e I barollleter (Swift Instrlllllent) , !laX-min thermometer (Taylor), weather vane . 
Calibration I Thermometer checked in ~inter at freezing point I barometer checked frequently with Hartford , and New York 
reports. 
OTHER 
Location of instnllllentationi 7t years in Watertown. Ope,n country, moderate valley froll 'II to N to E increasing in elevation; 
froll SW to SE on a hill decreasing in elevation. Reaainder of tillle was in Southbury, CT, elevation 225 ft, 
Latitudel 41 ' 38 t N 
LOngitudel 73' 10 ' W 
Approx. Elevation l 740 ft" 
USGS Litchfield , or Quadrangle 
56 
NWS 
StatiOn! VlfOOl! Reservoir Observerl Waterbury Vater Co. , 21 E. A.urora St.! Water bury . CT 06708 





TOTAL , YEARS OF RECORD 





TEMPERATURES WIND MOISTURE SOLAR 





Pressure :! .. ver 
x 
40 
~~::~~~~:::::ll, II, III I I I I I, I 
l ns trw:lents used I 8" 'standard rain gage , IIII.X ok min theTlloaeters , recording rain gage (Fischer & Porter). 
Calibrations Annually by NilS Sub:statlon Network Specialist. 
Location of instrumentations Along a ccess road to dam neaZt adain. buUdiI1f1; . in Wa.tertown, CT, At Reservoir control station. 
Latitude l 41' 41 ' N 
Longitude I 7)' 09' 'II 
Approx. Elevationl 570 ft . 
USGS Litch:fleld, CT Quadranllle-
Observerl Robert Zappone Observer ' s Address l 625 Main St ., Watertown , CT 06795 





TOTAL * YEARS OF RECORD 
a.s of Spring 1981 





TEMPERATURES WIND MOISTURE 
Ai , 
Soil Surface Tower Speed Direction Humiditv Dewooint 
SOLAR BARO. OTHER 
Radiation Pressure 
(I) Magnetic Ta pes 
Str i p Charts/ Graphs 
By Hand 
Other (s-pecify) I ,I I I I I I I I I I I I 
Instrwnents usedl Rellote recording rain gage (Weather Measure Corp.), event recorder (Weather Measure Corp . ) . 
Calibration! None . 
Locatlon of ins truJlentat lom On r oof of Town Hall Annex, open a.rea.. 
Lat i tudel 41' 36 ' N 
LOngi tudel 73' 07' W 
Approx. Elevationl 600 ft . 
uses Waterbury. cr Quadrangle 
57 
Observer I Bill JacgueMin Observer 's AddreSS! PO Box 51. Winchester. CT 06094 





TCTAL , YEARS Of RECORD 
a s of Spring 198 1 
HOW IS DATA RECORDEO 















Sneed Direction Humi dit Dewooint 
X X X 
X X X 
* * 2. 
.,." w y y ro. , contllluOUS.ly ~ yrs . 
**not presently recorded 
X 
SOLAR BARO. ,RTHER 
v.po-
Radiation Pressure ration 
X X X 
Ii" 9 4 
Instrullents USedl 8M raIn gage (Sci. Assoc.)r remote rain g~ (Belfort), hygrotheraograph (Belfort), radiometer (Sci. 
Assoc . ), recording wind system (Sci. Assoc.), barograph (Taylor); evaporati on (Sci. Assoc,). 
C&l.ibrationl Hygrothermograph calibrated yearly by observer, 
Location of instruaentation1 Winchester Center, CT, souU) exposure Grantville Rd, Temp. and huaidity 5 ft. over grassy 
ground in shelter. Winds )0 ft. above ground. Observation time Ilidnight. 
Latitude I 41' 55 ' N 
Longitudel 73' 09' W 
Approx. Elevation I 1346 ft. 
USGS Norfolk, CT Quadrangle 
Observer s R.J. KellP Observer's Address. Winst8d Sewage Treatment Plant. No . Main St . Winsted. CT 06098 





TOTAL , YEARS OF RECORD 
as of Spring 1981 





TEMPERATURES WIND MOISTURE SOLAR 






,;,,[;~::::, I : 1 L I ,I I I I I I I I I 
Instru.ents used I Kin-u.x therJIolI.eter (Taylor), ra1n gage (Taylor). 
Calibrations 
Locat1on of inetru.entatlonl Winsted , CT Rt. 8 North . The thermo.eter is .ounted on the north side of building, sheltered 
fro. dl~ct sun. Rain gage 5 ft, off ground on open lawn. 
LatItudel 41' 56' N 
Longitudes 73' 0)' W 
Approx. Elevation I .5.50 ft. 
USGS W1nchester, ar Quadrangle 
58 
NWS 
Station! Woodbury Observer , Mr. Earl GUlette . Saw Pit Hill Rd . , Woodbury , ar 06798 
FREQUENCY OF COLLECT ION 




TOTAL! YEARS OF RECORD 





TEMPERAT URES WINO MOI STURE 
Ai, 




SOLAR BARD. OTHER 
Radiation Pressure 
HOW IS DATA RECORDED 
(/) Magnetic Tapes 
Strip Ch arts/Graphs 
By Hand 
Other (specify) I, I, II, III I 1 1 1 1 I 
Instrwnents US edl 8" s tandard rai n gage . NWS thermo.tlters . 
Calibrationl H/A 
Location of instruaentationl HOlle of Observer. 
Lati t ude l 41 ' JJ' N 
Long1:tl.d8 1 13' 14 ' Ii 
Approx . Elevationl 650 ft. 
uses Woodbury. CT Quadrangle 
S9 











Station: CockapoMot Observer: Don Berry. Ranger Headquarters. Cockaponset state Forest , Ranger Rd • • Ha.dd.am , CT 06438 
PRECIPITATION TEMPERATURES WIND MOISTURE SOLAR BARO. OTHER 
FREQUENCY OF COLLECTION 




TOTAL I YEARS OF RECORO 
as of' Spring 1981 
HOII IS OATA RECOROEO 













Inst ruments used: 8 " standard rain gage., shel tar U- tube thermometer , recording rain gage (Fiacher &: Porter) . 
Cal i bration: Biannually by NWS Substation Network Specialist . 
Locati on of instrumentation: Cockaponaet Hanger Station. Gage i s on aide of Head Ra.n8er · s home . Hilly terrain , heavily 
wooded , 
Latitude : 4 " 27 ' ) 0 " W 
Longitude : 72 ' 31 I W 
Approx. Elevation: 160 ft . 
usas Haddam, CT Quadrangl e 
Observer I H.L. Chamberlain Observer's Addressl Northeast Utilities . PO Box 270 . Hartford , CT 06101 
PRECIPITATION TEMPERATURES WIND MOISTURE SOLAR BARD. OTHER 
Air 
Rain Snow Soil Surface Towe r Speed Direction Humi dit Oewooint Radiation Pres sure Tell'O. 





TOTAL' "ARS OFRFCORO 
as cif sprIng 19t5i 
HOW IS DATA RECORDED 
(I) Magnetic Tapes 





X X X 
6 6 6 
Instruments used I Wind speed & direction (Climatronics F46o); teMperature and temperature difference (Rosemount 104 HN), 
dew point (Foxboro Dewcell 2711AC). 
Calibrationl Extensive prograll of periodic data checking, lII&intenance and calibrati on. Host cal1bration and maintenance 
perl'or1led by sta£f technicians. 
Location of instrumentation I Connecticut Yankee Nuclear Power Stat ion in Haddam Neck, CT . Wind speed & direction JJ ft . 
and 196 ft. ; t emp. J) ft, and 196 ft . , dew point JJ ft., temp . difference 120 ft . and 196 ft . 
Latitude s 41' 28' 46" N 
Longitudes 72' 29 ' 01' \I 
Approx. Elevations 11 f t . 
Uses Deep River , CT Quadrangle 
61 
6 
Observerl H.L. Chu.berlain Obeerver'e Addraeel Northeast Utilities. Box 270. Hartford. CT 061"01 
PRECIPITATION TEMPERATURES WINO MOISTURE SOLAR BARO. ..o.t~ij. 
Air I-vt.,bl Rain Snow Soil urface Tower Soeed Oirection Humidit OewDoint Radiation Pressure 
FREQUENCY OF COLLECTION 
(/) Can t i nuous 1y 
Hourly 
X' X x x X x 
Daily 
Weekly 
TCTAL I YEARS OF RECORO 
•• of Sprl"lS 1981 
HOW IS OATA RECOROEO 




7 ? 7 7 7 
*visibility monitored tbrougn ti/tKJ 
Instruaente usedl Wind speed a: direction (Cl1l111ltronlcs F460)1 te.p. a: temp. difference (Rosellount 1()!.!.MN), dew point (Foxboro Dewce11 2711AG), solar radiation . Eppley 848), visibility (Mal 1580), direct sOlar radiation 
(Eppley N1P). 
Calibrationl Extensive prograa of periodic data checking, aaintenance and callbr&tio~. Most calibration and maintenance 
perfoned by staff technicians. 
7 
Location of instrwlentatioDi HarOMS Power Station, located in wooded area of Middletown, CT. Wind. speed a: direction 
33 ft., 150 ft., 325 ft., 494 ft., tellp. and dew point 33 ft., 494 ft.1 tellp. difference 150 ft., 325 ft., 
494 ft, solar, direct sOlar and. visibility 12 ft. 
Latl tudel 41' 31' 45" N 
LOngitudel 72' 33' 50" W 
Approx. Elevationl 50 ft. 
USGS Middle Ha.dd.am, CT Quadrangle 
Observer I V.W. Yanosy. Conn. DEP Observer 's Address 1 165 Capitol Ave •• Hartford. CT 06115 





TOTAL I YEARS OF RECORO 
as of Spring 1981 
HOW IS OATA RECOROEO 
























I I I 
X 
X 





I nstruments USedl Te mperature sensor (Climatronics '100093)1 wind system (Climatronics Mark 1)1 wind direction sensor (w D-iOA) • 
Calibration I All ins truments field cali brated twice yearly against standard instruments by staff technicians. 
Location of instrumen t.ationl Middletown, CT ·on top of City Hall 




Latitudel 41' 33' 39 
Longitudel (2' 38' 54 
Approx. Elevationl 3 
USGS Middletown, CT Q uadrangle 62 







Observer! V.W. Yanosy , Conn. DEP Observer's Address! 165 Capitol Ave • • Hartford . CT 06115 





TOTAL , YEARS OF RECORD 
as of Spring 1981 
HOW IS DATA RECORDED 







TEMPERATURES WIND MOISTURE 
Soil ,d'~, urface Tower Speed 0; recti on Humidity Oewooint 
X X X 
X X X . 
2" 2" 2" 
*sUlDller only 
SOLAR BARO. OTHER 




Instruments USed l Temperature sensor (Climatronics #iOOQ93)t wInd system (Climatronics Hark I)! wind dir ection sensor 
(WO-lOA), wind speed sensor ('liS-lOA), solar radiation sensor (Matrix MKl-G). 
Ca.libratioDl All instrument s field. calibrated twice yearly against standard Ins tnatents by staff technicians . 
Location of instrumentetton l Middletown, CT on top of five-story · building at Conn . Valley Hospital. Wind tower 72 ft. 
above ground, solar 60 ft ., temp . inside sampling manifold. 
Latitudes 41' JJ' 07" N 
Longit udel ?2 ' J7 ' 50" 'II 
Approx. Elevation! 150 f t. 
USGS Middletown, CT Quadrangle 
NWS 
Stationl Middletown 4'11 Observerl Robert Poole. RD #1. Box 744. Middletown . CT 06457 





TOTAL , YEARS OF RECORD 
as of Spring 1981 
HOW IS DATA RECORDED 








TEMPERATURES WIND MOISTURE 
Air 
Soil urface Tower Speed \Di recti on Humi di ty Oewpoi nt 
X 
123 
Ins truments usedt a" &tandaTd rain gage ; recoTdlng thon;olleter and l:ero.eter (Bristol). 
Calibrationl As necessary by NWS Substation Network Specialist, 
Location of 1ns truaentationl At Mt. Higby Reservoir, 
Latitudel 41' JJ ' N 
Longitude I 72' 4)' V 
Approx. Elevationl 369 ft. 











Observers S. MonC!.ta Observer's Address1 MIddletown WOP. River Rd . . Middletown. C'I' 06457 
FREQUENCY OF COLLECTION 




TCTAL I YEARS OF RECORD 
as of Spring 1981 
HOW IS DATA RECORDED 








TEMPERATURES WIND MOISTURE 
Ai, 
Soil urface Tower Soeed Direction Humid it Dewooint 
X 
< 
Instruments USed1 Hi-Io thermo.eter (Taylor). Mo&surements taken at 8100 a.m. 
Calibrationl 




Location of ins trwaentationl 'I'hernOllleter on window ledge, second. story cement block bldg., no vegetation. "n'Iis plant has 
been in opemtion since 4-1-76. Old pla.nt was in operation froa 1954w1976 , and has all NcordS plus 
wind direction. 
Latitude1 41' J)' N 
Longitude. 72 ' )5' V 
Approx. Elevations 50 ft. 
USGS Middle Haddam, CT Quadrangle 
64 











Milford . . 
Mount Carmel 


































Stations Ansonia 1 HE Observer I Ansonia Derby Water Co. 210 Beaver St •• Ansonia. CT 06401 
FREQUENCY OF COLLECTION 




TOTAL I YEARS OF RECORO 





TEMPERATURES WIND MDISTURE 
Soil .-d-',k;, urface Tower Speed Direction Humidity DewPoint 
SOLAR BARO. OTHER 
Radiation Pressure 
HOW IS DATA RECORDED 
(I) Magnetic Tapes 
Strip Charts/Graphs 
8y Hand 
Other (specify) I ' I' I I I I I I I I I I I 
Instruments USedl 8" non-recording standard rain g'age • 
Calibration I As necessary by NVS Substation Network Specialist. 
Location of instrumentation I Quilllnan Reservoir site 1n Ansonia, CT, Open field with no obstructions, only grass surface 
cover. 
Latlt~el 41' 21' N 
Longitude. 73' 04' W 
Approx. Elevationl 140 ft. 
USGS Ansonia, CT Quadrangle 
Observer : Bridgeport HYdraulic Co. 
FREQUENCY OF COLLECTION 




TOTAL # YEARS OF RECORD 
as 01 Spring 1981 





Observer's Address : 835 Main St •• Bridgeport. CT 06609 
TEMPERATURES WIND MOISTURE SOLAR BARO. OTHER 
+~~ .. Soil Surface Tower Speed Direction Humidity DeWDoint Radiation Pressure 
X 
20 
{I} Magnetic Tapes 
Strip Charts/Graphs 
By Hand 
Other (specify) I ' I ,I I, I I I I I I I I I 
Instruments used: Standard rain gage . 
Calibration: N/A 
Location of i nstrumentation: Seymour Reservoir Dam in Beacon Falls , CT. 
Latitude: 41 ' 26 ' N 
Longitude: 73' 05 ' W 
Approx. Elevation: 340 ft. 
USGS Naugatuck, CT Quadrangle 
66 
Obeerver' Juee Theriault Observer'e Address. 1125 Oheshi;, St • • Che.hire , C'l' 06410 











TEMPERATURES WINO MOISTURE 
Air 





SOLAR BARO. OTHER 
Radiation Pressure 
HOW IS OATA RECOROEO 
(/) Magnetic Tapes 
Strip Charts/Graphs 
By Hand 
Other (speel fy) U, II, III, I I I I I I 
Instrwlents used. Rain gage (Springfield), lIin-1IIlX thermometer (taylor). 
Calibration. None , 
Location of instruaentAt1on, Rain gage on open grass surface, no obstructions, mounted on 4 ft. pOle. Thermometer, wall 
mOWlted. , north wall, shaded. area , 
Latitude. 41' )2' N 
Longitude . 72' 51' jj 
Approx. Elevation. 100 ft. 
USGS Meriden, cr Quadrangle 
Observer. V.W. Yanosy, Conn . DEP Obeerver's Address. 165 capitol Ave" Hartfol."~:L C'l' 06115 





TOTAL , YEARS OF RECORO 
as of Spring 1981 
HOW IS OATA RECOROEO 












Speed Direction Humiditv Oewnoint 
X X X 
X X X 
5 5 5 





Instl'Ulllents used. Tipping bucket rain gage (Texas Electronics), tellperature sensor (Cl1!IfLtronics 610009); wind system 
(Cl1ma.tronics Ma.rit 1)1 wind direction sensor (VD-lOA ) , wind s peed sensor (liS-lOA)1 dew cell then.1stor 
(YSI9101) 1 solar radiation sens or (Matrix MKI-G) , 
Calibration I All instruments field calibrated. twice yearly ~inst standard instruments by staff technicians . 
Location of instrumentatiOn! Derby, CT, between an irxlustrlal and c01lllercial area on top of a flood control dike for the 
Housatonic River. A s ewage treatment plant i s to the east . Trailer on dirt and grass. Wind tower)O ft. , 
rain ga.ge 15 ft" solar 15 ft . 
Lat1tlXle l 41' 19' 02" N 
Longitude I 73' 05' 50" 'II 
Approx. Elevation l 50 ft . 
Uses Ansonia, cr Quadrangle 
67 
NWS 
Station: East Haven Saltonstall Observer: New Haven Water Co •• 90 Sargent Dr .! New Haven , CT 06511 





TOTAL # y,ARS, Of, RECORD 





TEMPERATURES WIND MOISTURE SOLAR 
Air 
Soil Surface Tower Speed Di~ection Humidity Dewpoint Radiation 
BARD. OTHER 
Pressure 
HOW IS DATA RECORDED 
(/) Magnetic Tapes 
Strip Charts/Graphs 
By Hand 
Other (specify) I ' I ,I I I I I I I I I I I 
Instrurnents used: 8 " standard ra1U gage ; Fisher & Porter recording rain gage • 
Cali bration: As necessary by NWS Substati'on Net.work Specialist . 
Location orinstrwnentation: Lake Saltonstall , just off Rt. 1 in East Haven , CT . 
Latitude: 41' 17' N 
Longitude: 72 ' 52 ' W 
Approx. Elevation: 30 ft. 
USGS Branford , CT Quadrangle 
Observer : New Haven Water Co. Observer ' s Address: 90 sargent Dr. , New Haven, CT 06511 





TOTAL # YEARS OF RECORD 





TEMPERATURES WIND MOISTURE 
Air 
Soil Surf~tTower Saeed Direction Humidity Oewpoint 
x 
)0 




HOW IS DATA RECORDED 
(I) Magnetic Tapes 
Strip Charts/Graphs 
By Hand 
Other (specify) I, I, II, III I I I I, I I 
Instruments used: Standard rain gage , thermometers and barometer . 
Cal ibration: NjA 
Location of instrumentation: Water Fi lt ration Plant at south end of Lake Whitney in Hamden, CT . 
Latitude: 41' 20 ' N 
Longitude: 72' 55' W 
Approx. Elevation: 30 ft. 
USGS New Haven , CT Quadrangle 
68 
Observer! V. W. Yanosy. Conn . IEP Observer' s Address! 165 Capitol Ave .. Hartford, cr 06115 





TOTAL I YEARS Of RECORD 
as of Spring 981 
HOW IS DATA RECORDED 






TEMPERATURES WIND MOISTURE 
A', 
Soil urface Tower Speed Direction Humidit Oewpoint 
x x x 
. 
x x x 
I' I' I' 
*sUDlJ:ler only 
SOLAR BARD. 




Instruments USedl Temperature sensor (Cl1matronlcs #10OQ9Jh Wind s ystem ( Cl1l118.tronics Kark 1 ), wind direction sens or 
( VD-iOA.). wind speed sensor (VS-10A) 1 sol ar radiation s ensor (Katrix MK1~) . 
Calibration! All instnunents field, calibrated. t wi ce yearly agains t s tandard ins truments by s taff techni cians , 
Location of instrumentation! Madison, CT on ·Hammonasset Point on Long I s land Sound . Shed 1s s urrounded by low brus h, 
Wi nd tower JO f t., solar 12 ft ,. temp , inside sampling manifold. 
Latitudel 41' 15 ' )5" N 
Longitude, 72' JJ' OJ" Ii 
Approx, Elevationl 10 ft . 
USGS Clinton, cr Quadrangle 
Observer : New Haven Water Co. Observer ' s Address : 90 Sargent Dr ., New Haven , CT 06511 
OTHER 
PRECIPITATION TEMPERATURES WINO f'l)ISTURE SOLAR BARO. OTHER 





TOW 'YEARS OF RECORD 
as ci r S-prulg 1981 
Rain Snow 
, , 
' 0 '0 
Ai, 
Soil Surface Tower ~ed Direction Hum idi~ Oel!Q9int Radiation Pressure 
HOW IS DATA RECORDED 
(/) Magne tiC Tapes 
Strip Charts/Graphs 
By Hand 
Other (specify) I ' I, I I I I I I I I I I I 
Instruments uss~: Standard rai n gage , 
Calibration: N/ A 
Locati on of instrumentation; South end of Lake HammoDass et , juot off Rt . 80 in Madis on, CT . 
latitUde : 41· 2t · N 
Longitude : 72' 37 ' W 
Approx, Elevat i on: 273 ft . 
USGS Clinton , CT Quadrangle 
69 
Observerl p.,M. D&nIele Observer's AddreSfll ~sville Ave" Meriden , CT 06459 





TOTAL I YEARS OF RECORO 
as of SprIng 1981 






TEMPERATURES WINO MOISTURE 
Air 




SOLAR BARO. OTHER 
Radiation Pressure 
(I) Magnetic Tapes 
Strip Charts/Graphs 
By Hand 
Other (s~ec1fy) 1'1'11,111, I I I I II 
InstrtUlents USedl Weighting rain gage (Beliort) I IIin-aax thenoaeter (Taylor» ane.oaeter, 
CalibratIon1 None . 
Location of instrumentat1on. TheX'lllolleter'" north side of building, no obstructions . Gl.'lUIS cover in front, then asphalt. 
Height 4 ft. Rain gage on top of building, no obstructions, height 15 ft, AneliOfleter on top of bldg, 
at Meriden~Markham airport (across street), no obetructions . 
Latltude1 41' 31' N 
LOngitude1 72 ' 50 ' W 
Approx, Elevationl 100 ft. 
USGS Meriden, CT Quadr&n@le 
Observer. State of Conn • • DEP Forestry Unit Observer's Addresfli 165 capitol St .. Hartford. CT 06115 





TCTAL I YEARS OF RECORO 
as 0 Spring 1981 
HOW IS DATA RECORDED 










Soil Surface Tower 
X 
50 
Instruments USed l Kygrothermographs, anemometer. 





Location of ins trumentati on I Middlebury, CT, junction Rts. 64 and 188 . 
Latitudel 41' 31' N 
Longitude, 73' 08' W 
Approx, Elevation 1 700 ft. 
USGS Woodbury, CT Quadrangle 
70 
MOISTURE SOLAR 
Humidit Oewooint Radiation 
X 
50 
BARO. OTHER I 
Pressure 
Obeerverl H,L. Chaaberla1n Observer's AddreI!lSI Northeast Utllit1!!1 Box 270 , Hartford, CT 06101 





TOTAL , YEARS OF RECORD 
al!l of Spring 1981 
PRECIPITATION TEMPERATURES 
Air 
Rain Snow Sol1 urface ower 
WINO MOISTURE SOLAR 






HOW IS DATA RECORDEO 
(I) Magnetic Tapes 
Strip Charts/Graphs 
By Hand 
Other (s~eclfy) I I I I I I I I I I: I I I 
InstrUJllents used . Solar radiation (Eppley 848h dIrect BOlar radiati on (Eppley HIP). 
CalibratiOn! Extensive prograa ,of perIodic data checking, l18.intel18.l'lce and calibration. Meet calibration &nd lIIILi ntenance 
perfoned by staff technIcians. 
Location of instrumentation. Devon Power Plant. Milfo~. CT. Instruments mounted on roof of building. 
Latitude I 41 ' 12 ' 27' N 
Longitude. 7) ' 06 ' 30" V 
Approx , Elevation. 65 ft . 
USGS Milford. CT Quadrangle 
Observer: New Haven Water Co . Observer ' s Address : 90 Sargent Dr . , New Haven , CT 0651 1 





TOTAL i YEARS OF RECORD 
as o f Spring 1981 





TEMPERATURES WIND MOISTURE 
Air 
Soil urface Tower Sp_eed Di rection Humidi~ Oewooint 
SOLAR 
Radi at ion 
BARO. OTHER 
Pressure 
(I) Magne tic Ta pes 
Strip Charts/Graphs 
8y Ha nd 
Other (specHy) I ' I , I I I I I I I I I I I 
Instrument s used: Standard rain gage , 
Ca libration: II/A 
Location of' instrumentation : south of Rt . 1 at Milford Reservoi r dam in ~Iilford , CT. , 
Latitude : 4 1' 12 ' 30" If 
Lonci tude.: 13 ' 05 ' 30" If 
Appro;.:: , Elevat i on: 30 ,ft . 
USGS ~j ilf'ord , CT Quadrangle 
71 
Observerl So. Conn . Gas Co •• L.N.G. Plant Observer's Addressl TIS Oronooue Rd., Milford. CT 06460 
PRECIPITATION TEMPERATURES WIND MOISTURE SOLAR BARO. OTHER 
Ai, Degree 





TOTAL * VEARS OF RECORO 
ae of Spring 1981 
Rain Snow Soil Surface Tower Speed 
x 
10 




HOW IS DATA RECORDEO 
(I) Magnetic Ta pes 
Strip Charts/Graphs 
By Hand 
Other (s-pec1fy) I I II: I I I I I I I, IJ 
Instruments used I Bris t ol Mod.. 1T500ZDL Temp . Recorder, Princo 1469 Mercurial baro. eter, Johnson fuel dell8.nd lI.eter 
( degree days). 
Calibrationl Baromet erl bi-annual calibration by vendor. 
tat10na Location of instrumen 
• Ba 
East bank of Housatonic River at Oronoque Rd . Mostly open with some obstruction from bldgs . 




Latitudet 41' 14 ' 15 
LOngi t ude l 7) ' 05 ' 15 
Approx. Elevation! 30 




Station: Mount Cat'!nel Observer: E. W. 
FREQUENCV OF COLLECTION 





HOW IS DATA RECORDED 
(I) Magnet;c Tapes 
Strip Charts/Graphs 
By Hand 





X I X I 
PeaI"Son l The Lockwood Farm , B2£ Ever!!een Ave ' l Mount Carmel , CT 06:218 
TEMPERATURES WINO MOISTURE SOLAR BARD. 
Ai, 
So11 urf~fi:owe r Speed Direction Humidit DewPOint Radiation Press ure 
x x x 
x X X 
46 46 46 46 






"""e (Bel f ort ) ; min-max thermometer ( NWS ) j" h,ygrothe""o8"raph ( Bel f ort ) ; psychr ometer 
ence Assoc . ) ; pyrheliometer (Belfort)j wind val ve. 
Calibration: Thermomete 
cali 
rs and hygrothermograph checked semi-annually with standard thermometers ~ Pyrheliometer field 
brated annually against test equipment ~ Experiment Stat i on staff technicians . 
tion: Mt . Carmel , CT off Rt . 10 . Instruments in open fi eld with grass surface cover. Location of instrumenta 
ever 
and 
green trees form obstruction to ENE at approx. 45 ft . Height of measurements : wind 18 
hwni di ty 5 f't •• radiation 1 f't . 
72 
ft. 
Two 75 ft . 




Latitude: 41' 24 ' N 
Longitude : 72 ' 54 ' W 
Approx." Eleva.tion: 180 
USGS Mt . Carmel , CT Qua drangle J 
Observerl V.W. Yanosy. Conn. DEP Observer's AddreSSI 165 Capitol Ave. I Hartford. CT 06115 





TCTAL I YEARS OF RECORD 
as of Spring 1981 
HOW IS DATA RECORDED 

















Speed Direction Humidity Dewpoint 
X X X 
X X . X 
6 6 6 





Instruments USedl Tipping bucket rain gage (Texas Electronics), temperature sensor (Climatronics 8100093), wind system 
(Climatronics Mark 1)1 wind dlrection sensor ('liD-lOA), wind speed sensor ('liS-lOA), dew cell themistor 
(YSI9101)1 solar radiation sensor (Matrix MX1-G)1 pressure sensor (YSI2014). 
Calibrationl All instrwnents field calibrated twice yearly against standard instruJllents by staff technicians. 
Location of instrumentation I New Haven, CT. Located in commercial area. of city near entranae r8.llp to 1-91. Buildings to 
the west. Trailer on grass. W1nd tower 30 ft., rain gage 15 ft., solar 15 ft., temp'. inside sampling 
manifold, baro. inside trailer. 
Latittrlel 41' 18' 38" N 
LOngitude I 72' 55' 02" 'II 
Approx. Elevationl 20 ft, 
USGS New Haven, CT Quadrangle 
NWS 
Station I New Haven Observer I Bureau of Engineering. Rm, 504. 200 Orange St •• New Haven l CT 06510 





TOTAL R YEARS OF RECORD 
as of Spring 1981 






TEMPERATURES WIND MOISTURE SOLAR 






(I) Magnetic Tapes 
Strip Charts/Graphs 
By Hand 
Other (specify) I : I I I: I I I I I I I I I 
Instruments USedl Weighting rain gage (BeIfort) I min-max thermometers (Veksler); thermograptl (BeIfort). 
Calibrationl Annually by NWS Substation·Network Specialist. 
Location of instruaentationl Rooftop location; flat, gravel covered roof; J ft. parapet wall I. in central business·district 
at observer's address (above). 
Latltudel 41' 18' N 
LCIlg1tUdel 72· 56' V 
Approx. Elevationl 20 ft. 
USGs New Haven, CT Quadrangle 73 
Ot...rrft'l The lIraet !llu"P,t1M Co. Ob .. rver'a Addnaal Inyirsm. 'rut. Dept .. 80 Tupl. Stu New Haven. CT 06506 





TOTAL , YEARS OF RECORD 
as or Spring 1981 
HOW IS DATA RECORDED 






TEMPERATURES WIND MOISTURE 
Air 
son urface Tower Speed Direction Humidity Dewpoint 
X X X X 
8 8 8 8 
*new i ns tallation 1981 
InstruMnts u.sedl TUlperatures (RTD BOISHOunt Eng.)1 wind (Bendix a,rovane 120) . 




Location of instru..n tationl )00 ft. south of New Kaven Harbor Station power build:!,ng. Surface teap. at aid-point and. at 
top of tower (29'7 ft.)1 wind speed and direct10n at 29'7 ft. 
Latitud •• 41' 17' N 
Longitud •• 72' 54' 'II 
Approx. Elevatiorll 1 
USGS New Kaven, CT Quad 
Oft. 
nngl. 
Observer: New Haven Wate r Co . Observer ' s Address : ~O Sar&ent Dr •• New Haven . 





TOTAL , YEARS OF RECORD 
as of Spri ng 1981 
HOW IS DATA RECORDED 




Instruments used: Stand 
Calibration: N/A 
Location of instrumentat 
Latitude : 4" 20 ' 1'1 
Longitude: 12 ' 46 ' W 
Approx. Elevation: 200 
USGS Br~nford t CT Quadra 
PRECIPITATION TEMPERATURES WIND 
Air 





I I I I 
i 
x X 
ard rain gage • 








SOLAR BARD. OTHER 
Radiat i on Pressure 




Observer: New Haven Water Co. Observer ' s Address: 90 Sarsent Dr •• New Haven , CT. 06511 





TOTAL , YEARS OF RECORD 
as of Spring 1981 
HOW IS OATA RECORDED 





Rai n Snow 
X X 
,0 ,0 
I ns trument s used : Standard rain gage • 
Cal i bration : N/ A 
TEMPERATURES WIND MOISTURE 
Air 
Soil urf~ :iower Speed Direction Humidity Oewpoint 
. 
Locat ion of instrument at i on: Menunckat uck Reservo\ r darn i n North Guil ford , CT. 
Lati tude : 41 ' 22 ' 45" N 
Longituae: 12 ' 42 ' 45" V 
Appr ox . EleVation: 253 ft . 
usas ~ham l CT Quadrangle 
Observer I Donal.d .Bo.orllan Obeerver' s Address l 42 Wayland. St' l Mt. Carmel Station. CT 0651ts 





TCTAL , YEARS OF REeOHO 
as of Spring 1981· 
PREC IPITATION 
Rain Snow 
TEMPERATURES WINO MOISTURE 
Air 
Soil urface Tower SDeed Directi on Humidit DeWDoint 
SOLAR BARD. OTHER 
Radiation Pressure 
SOLAR BARD. OTHER 
Rad ia tion Pressure 
"" as it 
OccU~ 
'" 
-irregula.rl;r HOW IS DATA RECORDED 
(I) Magnetic Tapes 
Strip Charts/Graphs 
By Hand 
Other (s-pec1fy) I I I I I I I I I I I I ' I 
Ins truments USed l Hydrion paper , 
Cal1brat Ion i HjA 
Location of instrumentation I North Haven , CT at home of observer . 
Lati t ude : 41 ' 22 ' N 
LongitUde: 72 ' 54 ' W 
Approx . Elevat i on: 100 ft. 
USGS New Haven , CT Quadra ngle 
75 
Observer: New Haven Water Co . Observer ' s Address: 90 Sargent Dr .! New Haven , CT. 065 11 
FREQUENCY OF COLLECTION 
(I) Cont inuous ly 
Hou rl y 
Dai ly 
Week ly 
TOTAL R YEARS OF RECORD 






TEMPERATURES WINO MOISTURE 
Ai, 
Soil SurfacififOwer Speed Di rection Humidit Dewpo i nt 
SOLAR BARO. OTHER 
Radiation Pressure 
HOW IS DATA RECORDED 
(I ) Magneti c Tapes 
Strip Chart s/Graphs 
By Hand 
Other ( specify ) I · I· I I I I I I I I I I I 
Instruments used: Standard rain gaga 
Calibration: N/A 
Location of instrumentat ion: Wepawaug Reservoir dam , just off Rt . 34 in Orange, CT. 
Latitude: 4" 18' N 
Longitude: 73 ' 02 ' W 
Approx . Elevation: 183 
USGS Ansonia, CT Quadrang 
ft. 
Ie 
Observer: Raymond R. Du dginski Observer's Address: 24 Cedar Hill Dr ' l ProsEect. 1 cr 06712 
PREC I PITATI ON TEMPERATURES WIND MO ISTURE 





TOTAL R YEARS OF RECORD 
as of Spring 1981 
HOW IS DATA RECORDED 
(I) Magne ti c Tapes 
Stri p Charts/Graphs 
By Hand 







Snow Soil Surface Tower Speed Di rection Humidit Dewpo i nt 
X X X 
l ' l' 1* 
year in Prospect , 20 years previously in Ansonia. 
I 
! 
I I I I 
! 
I X X X 
SOLAR 
Rad i ati on 
I 
Inst.rument.s used: Stand ard rain gage; w_ind gust register (Maximum) ; min & max thermometers (Maximum) . 
Calibration: As necessar y by manufacturer . 
Location of instrument at ion : Home of observer. 
ft. 
Latit ude : 41' 30 ' 30" N 
Longit.ude : 72' 59 ' 30" W 
Approx. Elevation : 800 












Observer : New Haven Wat er Co . Observer ' s Address : 90 Sargent Dr ., New Haven , CT 06 5}1 





~OTAl , YEARS OF RECORD 
as of Spring 198 1 
HOW IS DATA RECORDED 








Instrument s used: Standard rain gage • 
Cal ibration: N/ A 
TEMPERATURES WIND 
Ate 
Soil Isurface Tower Speed Direction 
Location of inBtrument a~ ion: Prospeot Res ervoi r dam in Proopect , CT. 
Lat itude: 41· 30 ' N 
Longitude : 72 · 57 ' W 
Approx . Elevation: 430 ft . 




Observerl Heritage Water Co. Observer's Address l Herita.ge Rd. , Southbury, CT 06488 





TeTAl , YEARS OF RECORD 








Soil urface Tower 
WINO MOISTURE 




SOLAR BARD. OTHER 
Radiation Pressure 
SOLAR BARD. OTHER 
Radiation Pressure 
7;::~;::::'1,1,1111,1, I I I I II 
Instruments USedl Ra.in gage (Tru_Chek) , 
Calibration: N/A 
Location of instrumentation: Out f rom ~ buildings , mounted on anohor type fence in vi oinity of golf OO~Be , 
Latitude: 41 ' 29 ' N 
Longitude: 73' 13' W 
Approx , Elevation: 200 ft, 
USGS Southbury , CT Quadrangle 
77 
Obaunn J:.J. AAderaon Ob .. r .... r t • Add.na&l , Wal.l.ingtord Electric DiYision, 100 John S\ . ,Wa11 ingtord, CT 00t92 





TOTAL I YEARS OF RECORD 









WIND MOISTURE SOLAR BARO. 







"~~::~:l::::'1 111,111 I I I I, II 
InetIUllfJllts used: The rmOmeter (raylorh BuOIIeter (AllM!lrican Sehae!ter & Budanberg Div. , Manning Maxwell & Moore) 
C&llbrationl ICone, 
LocaUon or inatl'Wlllr1t atiom TberalOlIIOter attacbed to w::Lndow frame outsidej barometer inside GSlerating station, 
Latitude; 41' 'Z'l' N 
Longitude: 72' 50 ' W 
Approx, Elevatiom 50 




Stationl Wallingford '11 ter Pla.nt Observer : D~~, of Public Utilities, Sewer Division, PO Box Z2~ , Wallingford. CT 06422 
FREQUENCY OF COLLECTION 




TOTAL , YEARS Of RECORD 
as of Spring 1981 
HOW IS DATA RECDRDEO 






PRECIPITATION TEMPERATURES WINO 





I I I 
X 
I I t 
stamard rain gage i regular mercury thermometer , 
MOISTURE SOLAR BARO. 
Humiditv Oewpoint Radiation Pressure 
I . I I I I 




latItude I 41' 26 ' 09' 
Longltu:l.el 72' 46 ' 45" 
Approx, Elevat-ion. 180 







ObHrverl v.)(. XN\9U' CO!n' DIP Obtlernr'a Adelre.a, 165 Ctpu,ol. !v.OJ KarttordJ OT 06115 
FREQUENCY OF COLLECTION 




TOTAL , YEARS OF RECORD 
as of Spring 1981 
HOW IS DATA RECORDED 












Sneed Di recti on Humi dit Dewoo1nt 
X X X 
. 
X X X 
6 , 6 
SOLAR BARO. OTHER 




InstnlMllta USodl Tipping wcket rain gage ( Taxas Electronics) i temperAture sanaeI' (Climatrordcs #1000(3); wind system 
(.ClizatrordCS Mark 1): wind direct.ion I!lClsor (WD-10A.) , wind speed sensor ( WB-lOA); dew cell thermistor 
(XSI9101) ; solar radiation sensor (Matrix MK l~). 
Calibration! All instrumonts tl.eJ.(1 calibrated twice yearly ag8inst standard inatrullients by sta1't technicianl!l . 
Location of instrumentation! Waterblry, OT on grA8sed area of entrance r&lllp to 1-84, bwy. 125111. north .40 ft. high, Naugatuck 
River vailey. Wind tower JO ft., rain gage 15 ft., solar 15 ft., temp. inaide sampling lIIIIl1i1'old. 
Latitude: 41 ' 33 ' 01" N 
Longitude; 73 ' 02 ' 37" W 
Approx, Elevation: 250 it. 
USGS Waterbury, er Quadrangle 
Observer: New Haven Water Co . Cbeerver ' a Address : 90 Sargent Dr' 1 New Haven, CT ,06S 11 
FREQUENCY OF COLL ECTION 
(I) Continuously 
Hourly 
Dai l y 
Weekly 
TOTAL # YEARS OF RECORD 
aa of Spr i l'!g 1981 





TEMPERATURES WINO MOISTURE 
Ai, 
Soil Surface Tower Speed Direction Humidit Dewooint 
SOLAR BARO. 
Radiation Pressu re 
OTHER 
(I) Magnetic Tapes 
Strip Chart s/G raphs 
By Hand 
Other (specify) I· 1 , I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Inst ruments used: Standar d rain gage • 
Cal i bration: N/ A 
Lecation of i nst rumentation: 
Latitude: 41 ' 22 ' N 
Longi tude : 72 ' 58 ' W 
~pprox . El evation: 162 ft . 
JsGs New Haven , CT Qua.drangle 









New London . 













Observer I W.F. Bohlen Observer's Addressl MAr1ne SclonceS Ips t1tute Vnly. Pf Copn .. Ayery Point. Graton. CT 06140 





TOTAL # YEARS OF RECORD 
as of Spring 1981 
HO~ IS DATA RECORDED 





Rai n Snow 
TEMPERATURES 
Ai. 
Soil urface Tower 
X 
23 
WIND MOISTURE SOLAR BARO. OTHER 
Ti des , 
Soeed Direction Humid it IOeWDo int Radiat i on Pressure Vater 
X X X X 
. 
23 23 23 23 
Instruments USedl Virrd speed and direcUon (Bendix, Frlez 141), air tellperature (Taylor), barollleter (Bendix, 628-11) ; tide 
gauge (Aceo Bristol , Dynamas ter r ecorder 4331-10A). 
CalibratiOn! Wind direction set to true north, tide gage aligned with a USGS s tation , temperature in1tially calibrated by 
a s taff technician. 
Location of instrumentati on I All ins truments are l ocated at Avery Point at the mouth of the ThaMes River , unobstructed 
except from the north . No trees of significant vegetation. Tide gage is located on the Poquonock River 
in Groton. 
Latitudel 41' 19' N 
Longitudel 72 ' 04' W 
Appr ox. Elevationl 10 ft . 
USGS New London , CT Quadrangle 
Observer I V.W. Yanosy. Conn. DEP Observer ' s Addressl 165 Capitol Ave ., Hartford I CT 06115 





TOTAL # YEARS OF RECORD 
as of Spring 1961 
HO~ IS OATA RECORDEO 
(/) Magneti c Tapes 





TEMPERATURE S WIND MOISTURE 
Air: 
Soil \Surface Towe r Speed Direction Humidit Dewooint 
X X X 








Instruments used 1 Temperature sensor (Climatronics #100093) , wind systeM (Cli~tronics Mark 1)1 wind direction sensor 
(WD-10A), wind speed sensor ('liS- lOA), solar :radiation sensor (MatriX MKl-G). 
Cal1bratlODl All Inst:n.ents fleld calibrated twice yearly a.ga.1nst s tandard instruments by field technlclans. 
OTHER 
Location of instrumentation 1 Groton, CT Avery Point Light House on peninsula south of Groton on Long I sland Sound. . Vind 
tower 30 ft ., temp. inslde samplIng manifold. sol ar 30 ft. 
Latitude I 41' 18' 56" N 
LOngitude l 72 ' 03' 49" V 
Approx. Elevationl 10 ft . 
USGS New London, CT Quadrangle 
81 
mp 
Observer I V. W. Yanosy . Conn. DEP Observer's Addressl 165 Capitol Ave. I Hartford l CT 06115 





TOTAL N YEARS OF RECORO 
as of Spring 1981 
HOW IS DATA RECORDED 

















Soeed Direction Humidit Dewoo i nt 
X X X 
X X X 
5 5 5 
SOLAR BARD. OTHER 




Instrtlllents used . Tipping bucket rain gage (Texas Electronics), teflperature sensor (Cl1aatronics '100(93)-, wind syste. 
(C1imatronics Mark 1). wind direction sensor (YO-lOA) , wind speed sensor (liS-lOA), dew cell theraistor 
(YSI9101), solar radiation sensor (Matrix HKl-G), pressure sensor (YSI2014). 
calibratiOn! All ins truments field calibrated twice yearly against s tandard Instruaenta by staff technle1ans. 
Location of in!ltruJ'lentationl Groton, CT. Located in an open grassed area. of Fort Griswold State Park. nw:tes River 1$ t .11e 
west, Long Island. Sound 3 lIiles south. ~ln gage 15 ft. I wind tower )0 ft •• solar 15 ft" tellp, inside 
sampling manifold. 
LatItudel 41' 21' 16" N 
Longitudel 72' 04' i7" w 
Approx. Elevation I 80 ft. 
USGS New London , CT Quadrangle 
NIlS Station: Groton Observer : City of Groton , Dept, of Utilities , 295 ~ierid.an St. , PO Bo~ 820 , Groton, CT 06340 
PRECIPITATION TEMPERATURES WIND MOISTURE SOLAR BARO. q;~ER 
Rain Snow Soil ,~ilt;;:;, urface Tower Spej>d Direction Humidiu Dewooint Radiation Pressure ondi ti n 






X X X X X X X X 
TOT~k !fYS~~?n2F,~tORO \0 50 50 SO 50 SO 50 SO 
HOW IS DATA RECOROEO 
(/l Magnetic Tapes 
Strip Charts/G raphs 
By Hand 
Other (specify) 
Instruments used: NWS rain gage and max-min thermometers; wind speed indicator (Dwyer)i hygrometer (Weather Measure); 
barometer (T,ycos) . 
Calibration: As necessary Qy NWS Substation Network Specialist . 
Location of instrumentation: Water Filt ration Plant in Groton, CT. Rain gauge in open lot; t hermometers in ahelterj wind 
speed indicator roof mounted with readout in building; hygrometer in shelter; barometer i n bui l ding. 
Lati tude: 41' 21' N 
Longitude: 72' 0) ' W 
ApproI. Elevation: 40 ft , 
USGS New London, CT Quadrangle 
B2 
NWS 
Slation: J ewet t City 





TOTAL • YEARS, Jlf, RECORD 
as of Sprlllg 9lj " 
Observer: Jewett City Water Co . ! 57 Slater Ave .! Jewett City . CT 06351 
PRECIPITATION TEMPERATURES WINO MOISTURE SOLAR BARO. OTHER 
Air 
Rain Snow Soi 1 Isurface Tower SDeed Direction Humiditv Dewpoint Radiation Pressure 
X X . 
'Q 'Q 
HOW IS OATA RECORDED 
(I) Magne ti c Ta pes 
Str i p Charts/Graphs 
By Hand 
Other {specify} I ' I 'I I I I I I I I I I I 
I nstruments used: Recording rain gage . 
Calibration: . Biannual ly ~ NWS S~betation Network SpeCiali st. 
Location of instrument ation: Stone Hill Res ervoir in the Pach~ug State Fbreet. 
Lat itude : 41' )8 ' N 
Longitude: 71' 54 ' W 
Approx. Elevation: 400 ft. 
USGS Plainville , CT Quadrangle 
NW' Station: J ewett City JESE Observer: Mra . Laura M. Bilgood , Box 101 , RFD 1. Bitgood Rd .! Jewett City , CT 06351 
FREQUENCY OF COLLECT ION 




TOTAL t YEARS OF RECORD 
as of Spring 1981 
HOW IS DATA RECORDED 
PRECIPITATION 
Rai n Snow 
x x 
'5 '5 
TEMPERATURES WINO MOISTURE SOLAR BARO. 
Soil .,~\f.::;:-" urface ower Sru>ed Directi on Humi dit~ OewDoint Radia t ion Pressure 
OTHER 
(I) Magnetic Tapes 
Strip Charts/Graphs 
By Hand 
Other (specify) I ' I ,I I I I I I I I I I I 
Ins truments used: 8" standar d rain gage . 
Calibration: N/A 
Location of instrumentati on: Home of observer. Gentle rol ling hills wi th the Pachaug River 200 f~ . north of station. 
Latitude: 41' 35 ' N 
Longitude : 71 · 56 ' W 
Approx. Elevat ion: 172 ft. 
USGS Jewet t City , CT Quadrangle 
83 
Observer . Roy McKernen Observer's Address. 65 Vestbrldg. Rd. Apt . D-7. New London. CT 06J20 
FREQUENCY OF COLLECTION 
( I ) Cont inuously 
Hou rly 
Daily 
Week l y 
TOTAL , YEARS OF RECORD 
a.s of Spring 198r 
HOW IS OATA RECORD ED 
(I) Mag neti c Tapes 
Stri p Charts/Graphs 
Sy Hand 
Other (s~ec i fy ) 
PRECIPITATION 
Rai n Snow 
x X 
is 19 
TEMPERATURES WIND MOISTURE 
Ai, 
Soil urface Tower Speed Directi on Humid i ty Dewpoint 
X X X 
19 19 12 
SOLAR BARO. OTHER 
Rad iation Pressure 
X 
22 
Ins truments used . U.S, Weather rain gage , II1n-ux themout er (Tayl or ) , aaxillWl 1I1nd gust i ndicator, laroaeter (Tayl or). 
CIl.l.lbration . Send t o collpany i f I nst ruJIIsnts require re&djustaent, 
Location or lnatruJlentation ' Rain gage on roof top of condOllinlua, Illn-II&X thenOileter out Side brick wail toward open 
area of p&rldng lot, wlnd gust indi cator on roof about 40 ft . high , ba.ro.eter in81de in HYing I'OOII, 
Latitudes 41' 21' N 
Longitude . 72 ' 04' w 
Approx . Eleva. t ion. 10 ft . 
USGS New London, CT Quadrangle 
Obs er ver: Anita DeVito Obser ver ' s Addres s : USDA Forest Service , 51 ~lill Pond Rd" Hamden , CT 06514 
FREQU ENCY OF COL LECTION 
(I) Con t inuous ly 
Hou rl y 
Da ily 
Weekly 
TOTAL , YEARS OF RECORD 
as of Spring 1981 
HOW IS DATA RECORDED 
(I) Mag net ic Ta pes 





TEMPERATURE S WIND MOISTURE SOLAR 
Air 
Soil urface Towe r Speed Di rec t ion Humidity Dewpoint Radiat i on 
x x x x x x x 
• • • • • • * 





Instrument s ueed: Hea.thkit weather comput er ; YSI thermis tors 44203 ; Woa.thor Measure HMP 14UT·temperat ure humidi t y probes; 
Date l DL-2 recorder , 
Calibration: At beginning of field season by DeVito and Hubbard ; Heathkit is compared to Bradley Station - NOAA , ot her 
units l a b calibrated. 
Locat i on of instrumentat i on ; Pachaug Sta te Fbreet i n North Stonington, CT at a gypsy moth focal area ; approximately one-
quarter mi l e west of Wyassup Lake . Wind above and within canopy ; temp . a bove , withi n and at gypsy mo th 
nesting locations ; humi dity at nesting locatioRS ; radiation within canopy only near nest ing loca.t i ono. 
Lat i tude : 41 ' 29 ' N 
Longitude: 11 ' 53 ' W 
Appro~. Elevation: 400 ft . 
USGS Old" Myotic , CT Quadrangle 
B4 
NWS 
Station I Norwich Pub. Utn. Plant Observer I Dept . of Public Utilities , Mr. A.F. Nys trom. J4 Shetucket St •. Norwich. CT 





TOTAL , YEARS OF RECORO 











WIND MOISTURE SOLAR BARO . OTHER 
Speed Direction Humidity Oewpoint Radiation Pressure 
. X 
25 
~;:~;:E:::ll' I I: I I I I I I I, I I 
I nstruments USed l temperature (Taylor); Veksler baroMeter; s tandard rain gage 
"CalIbrations None. 
Location of inatrumentation l Outside Power Plant building on the wes t side on No . Main St., Norwich, CT. 
Latitudel 41' 31' N 
Longitude l 72- 04' W 
Approx. Elevation I 20 ft. 
USGS Norwich, c.-r Quadrangle 
Observers State of Conn" DEP Forestry Unit Observer' s Address l 165 C&pltol Ave • • Hartford. CT 06115 
FREQUENCY OF COLLECTION 




TOTAL , YEARS OF RECORO 
as at Spring 1981 
He" IS OATA RECORDEO 






Rain Snow Soil Sul"f~rfOwer 
X X X 
24 24 24 
Instruments USed l Standard rain gage and thermometers . 
WIND MOISTURE 
Speed Direction Humidity Oewoo; nt 
X X X 
2. 2. 24 
Calibrationl Hydrothermographs and anemometer field call~ted annually and &8 necessary. 
Location of' instrumentation I Voluntown, CT nursery, south end of Glasgo Pond. Open field. 
Latitude l 41' 3)' N 
Longi hi1t1 71' 52 ' )0" 'II 
Approx . Elevationl 200 ft. 







Station I Lake Konomoc Observerl City of New London Vater Div., Hartford Rd •• Waterford. CT 06185 
PRECIPITATION TEMPERATURES WIND MOISTURE SOLAR BARO. OTHER 





TOTAL # YEARS OF RECORD 
~s of Spring 1981 




.,-dlk Soil Surface Tower Speed Direction Humidit\ Dewooint Radiation Pressure 
x* 
15 
*3 times da.ily 
(I) Magnetic Tapes 
Strip Charts/Graphs 
8y Hand 
Other (specify) I ' I ,I I, I I I I I I I I I 
I nstruments USedl 8" standard rain gage . 
Calibration I N/A 
Location of Instrwnen1?t1onl Lake Konomoc Pump Station, Precipitation rage 1s on lawn 50 ft. from lake and 50 ft. from 
buildi ng on driveway. Thermometer 1~ next to building. 
Latitude: 41' 
LOngi tude I 72' 
24 ' 30" N 
11' 'II 
Approx. Elevations 175 ft. 
USGS Montville, CT Quadrangle 
Observer I H.L. Chamberlain Observer's Addressl Northeast Utilities . PO Box 270. Hartford. CT 06101 
PRECIPITATION TEMPERATURES WIND MOISTURE SOLAR BARD. OTHER 
Air isibil 
Rain Snow Soil Surface Tower Soeed Direction Humidit Dewnoint Radiation Pressure "Temp. 





TOTAL H YEARS Of RECORD 
as of Spring 1981 
HOW IS DATA RECORDED 






X X X X 
'/+ '/+ '/+ '/+ 
Instruments USed l Wind speed and direction (Clill8.tronics F460), teaperature (Rosell.oWlt l04MN), teJlll)erature difference 
(Rosemount l04MN), dew point (Foxboro Dewcell 2111AG), solar radiation (Eppley 848), visibility (MRI 
1580); direct solar radiation (Eppley HlP). 
X 
7 
Cs.librationl Extensive prograa of periodic data checking, aa1ntenance and c;allbra.tion. Most calibration and lI8.intenance 
performed by sta.ff technicians. 
Location of instrumentation I 450 ft. tower located south of Millstone Nuclear Power Station in Waterford, CT. Wind speed 
and direction 33ft. , 142 ft., 374 ft. and 447 ft., temp. 33 ft., 64 ft., and 447 ft., dew point 33 ft., 
64 ft., 441 ft., te~. dlff-erence 142 ft., 374 ft.,' 447 ft., visibility 14 ft., solar 5 ft. 
Latitude I 41 ' 18' 20" N 
Longitudel 72 ' 09 ' 53" 'II 
Approx. Elevatiom 15 ft. 
USGS Niantic, CT Quadrangle 
86 
ty 





St affor d . 













Station: CoventrY Observer: University of Connecticut, U-87 . Storrs, CT 06268 
PRECIPITATION TEMPERATURES WINO MOISTURE SOLAR BARO. OTHER I 
Ai, Evapo-
Rain Snow Soil Surface Tower Speed Direction Humidity DeWDo;nt Radiation Pressure ration I 





TOTAL H YEARS OF RECORe 
as of Spring 1981 
HO~ IS OATA RECOROEO 






40 40 10 
X X X X 
X X X X y 
40 40 40 10 '0 
Instruments used: Weighting rain gage (Belfort)j min-max thermometer (Taylor); surface and Gail thermographs (Belfort); 
anemometers (Belfort)i radiometer (Eppley); standard evaporation pan. 
Calibra~ion: Anemometers, radiometers and thermometers field calibrated yearly against standard instruments by staff 
t echnicians. 
Location of instrumentation: Open field with no obstruction, only grass surface cover . Valley bottom site (cold pocket ) in 
Coventry, CT on Rt. 44A. Height of measurements: wind 30 ft. and 18 in.j 60il temp . 1 in., 3 in., and 
12 in., radiation 6 ft. 
Latitude: 41' 48 ' N 
Longitude : 72' 21' W 
Approx. Elevation: 480 ft . 
USGS South Coventry, CT Quadrangle 
NWS 
Station I Mansfield Hollow Lake Observer I US Corps of Engineers. Mansfield Hollow Lake. Mansfield. CT 06250 
FREQUENCY OF COLLECTION 




TOTAL H YEARS OF RECORD 
as of Spring 1981 
HOW IS DATA RECORDED 













Soil !Surface Tower 
X 
29 
Location of instrumentation I At dam on Nachaug River . 
Latitudel 41' 45' N 
Longitudel 72' 11' W 
Approx. Elevationl 250 ft . 
USGS Spring Hill, CT Quadrangle 
WIND MOISTURE SOLAR BARO. 











Stationl Rockville Obeerverl Rockville Water .to Aqueduct Co., Inc., PO Box 507, Rocicvl11e. or 06066 





TOTAL I YEARS OF RECORO 







Soil tsurface Tower 
WIND MOISTURE SOLAR 




HOW IS DATA RECORDED 
( /l Magnetic Tapes 
Strip Charts/Graphs 
By Hand 
Other (specify) 1'1'11111 I I I I II 
Instruments USedl Recording rain ~e (Fischer & Porter). 
Calibration l Annually by If'iS Substation Network SpecialIst . 
Location of ins truaentationl Puaplng Station of Reservoir. 
Latitude I 41' 52 ' N 
Longitudel '72' 26 ' W 
Approx. Elevation . .510 ft. 
UOCiS 8ockvUle. CT Quadrangle 
Observerl V. W. Yanosr , Conn. DEP Observer ' s Address l 165 Capitol Ave .. Hartford . CT 06115 





TOTAL , YEARS OF RECORO 
as of Spring 198f 
HOW IS DATA RECOROEO 






Ra in Snow 
TEMPERATURES WIND MOISTURE 
Air 
Soil Surface Tower Sneed Direction Humidit Dewooint 
X X X 








Instruments usedl Temperature sensor (C1111\8.tronlcs ..+'100093): wind sys tem (CliIll8.tronics Mark 1)1 wind direction sensor 
(VD-10A), wind speed sensor (VS-10A)T solar radiation sensor (Matrix MX1-G). 
Calibration 1 All ins truJlents field calibrated twice yearly against standard instruments by staff technicians . 
Location of ins trumentation I Stafford, CT in a clearing on grass cover in Shenlpsit State Forest . Building 5 • • east. 
trees i OO ~. west. Wind tower 30 ft., temp, shiel d outdoors 9 f t., solar 14 ft . 
Latitude 1 41' 58 ' 33" N 
Longitude l 72 ' 23' 15" W 
Approx, Elevation l 850 ft, 




Station I Stafford Springs 2 Observerl Michael Dunay, Stafford VPCF. Stafford Springs . CT 06076 





TOTAL I YEARS OF RECORD 
as 0 Sprlng 1981 






TEMPERATURES WIND MOISTURE SOLAR 
Air 
Soil Surface Tower Speed Direction Humidit OewDoint Radiation 
BARO . OTHER 
Pressure 
(I) Hagnetic Tapes 
Strip Charts/Graphs 
By Hand 
Other (specify) I : I, I I I I I I I I I I I 
Instrwaents use(h Weighting rain gage (Fischer &: Porter) I 8" standard rain gage . 
Cal1bratlonl Annually f1eld calibrated "by NWS Substation Network Specialist. 
Location of instrumentation I Open, concrete surface , valley bottom at Water Pollution Contro~ Fac111ty on Rt. 32. 
Lat1tudel 41' 57 ' N 
Longitudel 12 ' 18 ' W 
Approx. Ineva.tion l 455 ft. 
USGS. ?tafford Springs. CT Quadrangle 
Observer I Solar Energy Testing Lab Observer's Addressl Engr. II Ra . 106. Box U-139. UConn. Storrs. CT 06268 





TOTAL , YEARS OF RECORD 
as of Spring 1981 
HOW IS OATA RECORDEO 












WIND MOISTURE SOLAR BARO. 
Speed Di rection Humidity CewDoi nt Radiat ion Pressure 
X X X 
X 
X 
1 1 1 
OTHER 
lns truaents USed l Radiometer (Eppley), anemollleter (Clillet). thenOlleter (o.ega)J strip chtt.rt recorders (CQ1e - Pamer). 
Calibration l Radloaeter calibrated seai-a.nn1.ally against Eppley PSP , others calibrated lIIonthly by other Instruaents ·by 
s taff technician. 
Location of i nstruaentatlonl lnstrwaents located on roof of Engineering. II building, location height exceeded s l1ghUy on 
WSV thru WNW side. 
tat! tude l 41' 48' N 
Longit ude . 72' 15' V 
Approx . Elevations 600 ft, 
uses South Coventry . CT Quadrangle 90 
NWS 
StaHonl Storrs Observer I University of Conn ., Box u-8z. Storrs . CT 06268 





TOTAL , "EARS OF RECORe 
a s of Spring 1981 
HOW IS DATA RECORDED 









TEMPE RATURES WI NO 
Ai, 
Soil ur face Towe r Speed i rection 
X 
9J 
MOI STURE SOLAR BARD . OTHER 




Ins t ruments USedl Recording rain gage (Fischer &: Porter), max &: 1I1n thern.olllet era ; 8" standard rain gage I thermograph, 
hygrothermograph, barograph . 
Calibrationl As!. necessary by s taff technicians . 
Locati on of Ins truaentaUont Univers ity of Connecticut Agronoay farll, open fields . 
Latitudel 41' 48 ' N 
Longitude I 72' 14 ' V 
Approx. Elevationl 650 ft. 
uses Sprlng Hill , CT Quadrangle 
Observer I Lawrence Lee Observer ' s Address l 55 Hammond St • • Vernon. CT 06066 
PRECIPITATION TEMPERATURES WINO MOI STURE 
FREQUENCY OF COLLECTION 




TOTAL , YEARS OF RECORD 





Soil Surface Tower ~-'peed Direction Humidity Oewpo; nt 
X 
It 
SOLAR BARO. OTHER 
Rad iation Pressure 
"~::~;~~::'I,I,II,III I I I I II 
I nstrumente USedl Rain gaga.' (Taylor), min-max thermometer (Taylor). 
Callbratlonl None. 
Location of ill8tr'l1llenuUonl Rain gage "approx. 4 ft. off ground. with no obetrucUona. Open lot of side of hill with 
good alr drainage . 
Lat1tudel 41 ' 52 ' N 
LOngitude I 71-' 27' W 
Approx . Elevation l 4,50 tt. 
USGS Rockville. CT Quadra.ng.1.e 91 













Station: Brooklyn Observer: Donald J . Field , Wolf Den Rd.! Brooklyn , CT 06234 
FREQUENCY OF COLLECTION 




TOTAL , YEARS 0li RECORD 
as of Spring 19 1 
PREC IP !TATION 
Ra i n Snow 
y X 
28 28 
TEMPERATURES WIND MOISTURE 
Ai, 
Soil urface Tower Speed Direct i on Humidit Oewooint 
SOLAR BARD. OTHER 
Radiation Pressure 
HOW IS DATA RECORDED 
(I) Magnetic Ta pes 
Strip Charts/Graphs 
8y Hand 
Other (specify) I ' I, I I I I I I I I I I I 
Instruments used: Non-rocording r ain gage . 
calibration: N/A 
Locat i on of instrumentation: Home of observer. Gently rolling to hilly l and . 
Latitude : 41 ' 47' 30" N 
Longitude : 11' 57 ' 30" W 
Approx . Elevation: 240 ft . 
USGS Dani e lson , CT Quadrangle 
Observer : State of Connect icut, DE? fo restrY Unit Observer ' s Address : 165 Capitol Ave .! Hartford , CT 06115 





TOTAL H YEARS OF RECORD 
as of Spring 1981 
HOW IS DATA RECORDED 
PREC IPITATI ON 





Soil Su rface Towe r 
x 
50 
WINO rmSTURE SOLAR 8ARO. 
Speed D-irect io n Humidity DeWDoint Radi ation Pressure 
x x x 






":"[~~~::::ll ,I I, I I, I ' I ,I I I I I 
Inotruments uBed : Standard r ain gage and thermometers ; hygrothermograph, anemometers. 
Calibration : Field calibrated annual l y and as necessary . 
Locati on of i nBtrume ntation: Open fie l d i n Rachaua: State Forest , off Rt . 44 in East.fo r d , CT , appr oximately 1t miles 80ut h 
of Frog Rock . 
Latitude : 41 ' 52 ' N 
Longitude : 72 ' 03' W 
Approx . Elevation: 700 ft . 
usas Hampt on, CT Quadrangle 93 
N\iS 
Stationl Putnaa Observerl Sister Alfred de Marie Morin, 72 Church St .. Putnam. CT 06260 





TOTAL I YEARS OF RECORD 
as of SprIng 1981 





TEMPERATURES WI ND MOISTURE 
Air 
Soil urface Tower Speed Direction Humidit Dewpo i nt 
SOLAR BARO. OTHER 
Radiation Pressure 
(I) Magnetic Tapes 
Strip Charts/Graphs 
By Hand 
Other (specify) I ' I, I I I I I I I I I I I 
Instruaente used I 8" stand'ard raIn ga&e 
CalIbration I H/A 
Locatlon of ins trumentation I At rear of ?2 Church St. In Putnu, CT, 
Latitudel 41' 55' N 
Longitudel 71' 55' Ii 
Approx. Elevationl 295 ft. 
USGS Putnam, CT Quadrangle 
N\iS 
Station I West Thompson Lake Observerl Carl Buswell. U,S, Corps of Engineers. RFD #1. No. Grosvenordale. CT 06255 





TOif LoI "YtA'I,~ q~ECORD 
HOW IS DATA RECORDED 
(/) Magnetic Tapes 
Strip Charts/Graphs 
By Hand 









InstrUlllents used I 8" nonre'cording rain 
TEMPERATURES WIND MOISTURE 
Air 
Soil urf~r.JOwer Speed Direction Humid; ty Dewpo i nt 
x 
41 
I I I I 
• 
I X 
gage I Fischer & Porter model 350 record1ng rain gage I 








Location of instruaenta 
We. 
tionl Open area with no obstructions , only grass surface cover located behind utility building on 
t ThollPSon Rd. in Thompson, CT . 
Latitude I 41' 57' N 
Longitudel 71' 54' W 
Approx , Elevation I ·36 








National Climate Center 
Federal Building 
Asheville, North Carolina 28801 
Public Documents Department 
U. S. Government Printing Office 
Washington, D.C. 20402 
NOAA/USDA Joint Agricultural Weather 
Facility 
USDA South Building, Room 3526 
Washington, D. C. 20250 
95 
~ Publication 
Climatological Data, New England 
Hourly Precipitation Data, New England 
Local Climatological Data, Bridgeport 
Local Climatological Data, Hartford 
Climatological Data, Na.tional Summary 
(Final issue 1980 Anal.al Summary) 
Solar Radiation Data 
Storm Data 
Daily Weather Maps, North America, 
Weekly series 
Weekly Wea ther and Crop Bulletin 
PUBLICATION LIST 
National Climatic Center 
PUIlLlCATION 
LOCAL CLIMATOLOGI CA L OAT A (MONTHLY) 
LCD ANNUAL 
CLIMATOLOGICAL DATA (MONTHLY) 
CD ANNUAL 
HOURLY PRECIPITATION DATA (MONTlILY) 
HPD ANNUAL 
MONTHLY CLIMATIC DATA FOR THE WORLD 
STORM DATA (MONTHLY, 
GLOBAL MONITORING OF THE ENV IRONMENT 
FOR SELECTED ATMOSPHERIC CONSTITUENTS' 
COMPARATIVE CLIMATIC DATA* 
HISTORICAL CLIMATOLOGICAL SERIES 5- 1' 
HISTORICAL CLIMATOLOGICAL SERIES 5- 1 
MONTHLY UPDATE 
HISTORICAL CLIMATOLOGICAL SERIES 5-2* 
H:STORICAL CLIMATOLOGICAL SERIES 5- 2 
MONTHLY UPDATE 
• ONE ISSUE PER YEAR 
u.s. Oepa rt ment 01 Comme ' Cf: 
N.l tionol l Oce .. ",e .. na Atmo,pneric Adm.n'~lr .tl on 
Environmenul Data .lind Inl o ,mdlion Service 
N,ll Qnal Cllm.ltlc Cent e r 
96 
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